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“In contemplation, if a man begins with certainties, he

shall end in doubts; but if he be content to begin with

doubts, he shall end in certainty.”
(Francis Bacon)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Face processing is one of the most researched fields of cognitive neuroscience,

since the majority of socially relevant information is conveyed by the face, ren-

dering it as a stimulus of exquisite importance. On the other hand, the devel-

opment of reliable computational face recognition algorithms is a key issue in

computer vision, which has been the focus of extensive research effort. Nonethe-

less, we have yet to see a system that can be deployed effectively in an uncon-

strained setting with all of the possible variability in imaging parameters such

as sensor noise, viewing distance, illumination and in facial expressions that has

a huge impact on the configural layout of the particular face. The only system

that does seem to work well in the face of all these challenges is the human

visual system itself. Therefore, advancing the understanding of the strategies

this biological system employs is not only invaluable for a better insight of how

the brain works but also a first step towards eventually translating them into

machine-based algorithms (for review see [10]).

1.2 Faces are special but in what way?

Despite the centuries of research that has gone into unveiling the mechanisms of

face processing, the central question still remains: Is face perception carried out

by domain-specific mechanisms, that is, by modules specialized for processing
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2 Introduction

faces in particular [11, 12]? Or are faces handled by domain-general, fine-level

discriminator mechanisms that can operate on nonface visual stimuli as well

[13, 14]?

1.2.1 FFA: Fusiform Face Area

The proponents of the first, domain-specific view [11, 12] invoke several lines

of evidence to support their hypothesis. Namely, psychophysical observations

suggest s special mechanism for face as opposed to object processing in the tem-

poral cortex, since face recognition is more disrupted by inversion (i.e. turning

the stimulus upside down) than is object recognition (the well-known face in-

version effect) [15, 16]. Also, accuracy at discriminating individual face parts is

higher when the entire face is presented than when the parts are presented in

isolation, whereas the same holistic advantage is not found for parts of houses or

inverted faces [17]. Other strong support can be found in the neuropsychological

literature that there is a double dissociation between face and object process-

ing: patients of prosopagnosia are unable to recognize previously familiar faces,

despite a largely preserved ability to recognize objects [18], whereas patients of

object-agnosia are seriously impaired in recognizing non-face objects with the

spared ability to recognize faces [19]. In prosopagnosic patents the brain lesion

incorporates a well defined area in the middle fusiform gyrus termed fusiform

face area (FFA) [20] either in the right hemisphere or bilaterally [21]. In ac-

cordance with this, numerous fMRI studies have shown higher activity in FFA

for faces than scrambled faces or non-face objects [12, 20, 22]. Furthermore, a

study showed that the FFA was the most likely source of the face-inversion ef-

fect [12] but see [23]. Similarly to the fMRI studies, selective responses to faces

are reported using scalp ERPs [24, 25] and MEG [26], namely the N170/M170

component which is most prominent over posterior temporal sites and most

likely originates in the FFA [27, 28, 29], but see: [23, 30].

1.2.2 FFA: F lexible Fusiform Area

According to the other, domain-general view [13, 14], however, the specific

responses obtained for faces is a result of the type of judgment we are required

to make whenever viewing a face: differentiating that individual face from the
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Faces are special but in what way? 3

rest (i.e. subordinate-level of categorization) and also the level of expertise

with which we make these categorization judgments. These factors represent

confounds when comparing the processing of non-face objects to face processing,

since objects are generally categorized on a basic level - that is differentiating

between e.g. a chair and a table. In fact, several experiment have shown that the

FFA is more active for judgments requiring classification at a subordinate level

compared to more categorical judgments for a large variety of objects, living or

artifactual [31, 32]. Furthermore, faces represent a stimulus of high evolutionary

relevance due to their role in social communication, therefore, every healthy

individual can be regarded as a “face-expert”. In accordance with this the FFA

in the right hemisphere are both recruited when observers become experts in

discriminating objects from a visually homogeneous category. This occurs both

in bird and car experts with many years of experience [33] as well as in subjects

trained for only 10 hours in the laboratory to be experts with novel objects

called “Greebles” [34]. With expertise acquired, Greebles - similarly to faces -

are processed more holistically and the behavioral measure of holistic processing

correlates with the increase in FFA activity [35]. Moreover, similar inversion

costs can be found in expert dog judges when recognizing dogs, much like the

inversion costs all subjects show in recognizing faces [36]. Such expertise effects

indicate a high degree of flexibility with regard to acceptable image geometries

in the neural network of the FFA.

Despite the above, the two views are not mutually exclusive. Much evidence

supporting the domain-general hypothesis is also consistent with the possibility

that the increased response of the Fusiform Face Area with acquired expertise

reflects distinct but physically interleaved neural populations within the FFA

[33]. Indeed, a high-resolution fMRI study by Grill-Spector and colleagues [37]

found that the FFA was not a homogeneous area of face selective neurons, but a

rather heterogeneous, in that regions of high selectivity for faces were intermin-

gled with regions of lower selectivity and the different regions were also activated

by other object categories. So what is so special about FFA? A possible answer

comes from a recent modeling study of Tong and colleagues [38], where they

trained neural networks to discriminate either at a basic level (basic networks)

or at a subordinate level (expert networks). These expert networks trained

to discriminate within a visually homogeneous class developed transformations
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4 Introduction

that magnify differences between similar objects, that is in order to distinguish

them their representations were spread out within the elements of the network.

This was in marked contrast to networks trained to simply categorize the ob-

jects because basic networks represent invariances among category members,

and hence compress them into a small region of representational space. The

transformation performed by expert networks (i.e. magnifying differences) gen-

eralizes to new categories, leading to faster learning. These simulations predict

that FFA neurons will have highly variable responses across members of an

expert category, which is in good agreement of the high variability of voxel

activation found by Grill-Spector [37].

1.3 Models of face perception

1.3.1 Distributed neural system for face perception

The prevailing view of face processing is captured in a model proposed by Haxby

and colleagues [39] where they propose two functionally and neurologically dis-

tinct pathways for the visual analysis of faces: one codes changeable facial

properties (such as expression, lipspeech and eye gaze) and involves the infe-

rior occipital gyri and superior temporal sulcus (STS), whereas the other codes

invariant facial properties (such as identity) and involves the inferior occipital

gyri and lateral fusiform gyrus. These cortical regions comprise the core system

of their model which is completed by an extended system that aides in but is

not entirely dedicated to face processing (Fig. 1.1). This model is in agree-

ment with the ideas of Bruce and Young [40] who assumed separate functional

routes for the recognition of facial identity and facial expression in a model of

face recognition. Evidence for this dissociation comes from neuropsychological

studies of prosopagnosic patients showing impairments in facial identity recog-

nition but intact facial expression recognition [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. However,

in most of these studies the cause of the identity impairments has not been es-

tablished [41, 43, 45, 46] and therefore do not prove that this dissociation has a

visuoperceptual origin. Single cell recordings from macaques constitute another

pool of evidence [47, 48, 49, 50]. These studies have identified a number of face

selective cells, most of which responded either to identity or facial expression.
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Models of face perception 5

The former group of cells was mostly located in the cortex of superior temporal

sulcus, while the latter were found predominantly in the inferior temporal gyrus.

A smaller portion of the measured face selective neurons, however, responded

to both of identity and expression or even showed an interaction between these

features.

Figure 1.1: A model of the distributed human neural system for face perception.
The model is divided into a core system, consisting of three regions of occipitotem-
poral visual extrastriate cortex, and an extended system, consisting of regions that
are also parts of neural systems for other cognitive functions. Changeable and invari-
ant aspects of the visual facial configuration have distinct representations in the core
system. Interactions between these representations in the core system and regions in
the extended system mediate processing of the spatial focus of anothers attention,
speech-related mouth movements, facial expression and identity. [Taken from [39].]

This framework has remained the dominant account of face perception de-

spite the large number of emerging evidence that questions the complete inde-

pendence of facial identity and expression processing [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56].

Even though the central idea of some form of dissociation between these two

facial cues is undeniable, these studies all show interaction and overlap between

facial identity and emotion processing: in the case of the FFA a sensitivity for

emotionally charged faces [51, 55], increased activation when attending to facial

expression [54], release from adaptation with change in the facial expression

of the adaptor and test faces [56]; and conversely in the case of posterior STS

significant adaptation effects to keeping the identity constant across face pairs
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6 Introduction

[52, 56].

Figure 1.2: PCA model. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a form of lin-
earized compact coding that seeks to explain the relationships among many variables
in terms of a smaller set of principal components (PCs). As applied to faces, the
pixel intensities of a standardized set of images are submitted to a PCA. Correlations
among pixels are identified, and their coefficients (PCs) are extracted. The PCs can
be thought of as dimensions that code facial information and can be used to code
further faces. The particular advantage of techniques such as PCA is that they can
reveal the statistical regularities that are inherent in the input with minimal assump-
tions. Panel a shows composite faces that were prepared by combining the top and
bottom halves of two faces with different expressions posed by the same identity, the
same expression posed by different identities, or different expressions posed by differ-
ent identities. Reaction times for reporting the expression in one face half were slowed
when the two halves showed different expressions (that is, different expression/same
identity and different expression/different identity) relative to when the same ex-
pressions (posed by different identities) were used (that is, same expression/different
identity); however, no further cost was found when the two halves contained different
expressions and identities compared with when they contained different expressions
and same identities (top graph in panel b). A corresponding effect was found when
subjects were asked to report the identity of one face half. The bottom graph in panel
b shows a simulation of this facial identityexpression dissociation using a PCA-based
model. (ns, not significant; all other comparisons among the categorize identity or
categorize expression levels were statistically reliable.)[Taken from [53].]
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Visual short-term memory for faces 7

1.3.2 Principal component analysis model of face per-

ception

In the light of the above evidence, Calder and Young [53] suggested a rel-

ative rather than absolute segregation of identity and expression perception.

They based this argument on findings from principle component analyses (PCA)

showing that certain components were necessary for discriminating facial iden-

tity, others for discriminating facial expression, and yet others for discriminat-

ing either (Fig. 1.2). Their PCA model offers a different perspective, in that

it shows that the independent perception of facial identity and expression can

arise from an imagebased analysis of faces with no explicit mechanism for rout-

ing identity- or expression-relevant cues to different systems. The result is a

single multidimensional framework in which facial identity and expression are

coded by largely (although not completely) different sets of dimensions (PCs).

Therefore, independent perception does not need to rely on totally separate

visual codes for these facial cues. [53].

1.4 Visual short-term memory for faces

However, if faces represent a class of stimuli of special importance, it is not only

the neural mechanisms underlying processing of facial attributes that needs to

be fine-tuned. The same should hold true for higher cognitive processes dealing

with faces. Memory seems to be an especially important mechanism among

these, since in every social encounter efficient processing of the faces in itself is

not enough if we cannot remember who the person that we encountered was. In

accordance with this, Curby and Gauthier [57] found a visual short-term mem-

ory (VSTM) advantage for faces in that given sufficient encoding time more

faces could be stored in VSTM than inverted faces or other complex non-face

objects. Their experiments point towards the conclusion that the reason for

this advantage is holistic processing, since faces are processed more holistically

than objects or inverted faces. They recently found the same advantage for

objects of expertise [58], which are known to be processed more holistically

than objects with which one does not have expertise [35]. Furthermore, Freire

and colleagues [59] have shown that the VSTM difference between upright and
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8 Introduction

inverted faces was present only when the facial configural information has to be

encoded and stored as opposed to the null effect of orientation in cases when

only featural information changes. They also showed that there was no decay in

discrimination performance of these gross featural/configural changes over time

up to 10 seconds. The time-scale of VSTM capacity for realistic fine changes

is not known, however, which has evolutionary significance in monitoring con-

tinuously changing facial features such as facial mimic conveying important

emotional information.

1.5 Goals of the dissertation

In accordance with the above, the present dissertation focuses on the time-scale

of VSTM capacity of different facial features which have different statistical

probablity of changing over time (i.e. time-invariant and changeable facial fea-

tures) by comparing facial memory across different delay intervals in a series of

well controlled experiments. It also aims at uncovering the neural mechanism of

short-term memory for these facial attributes by investigating the time-course

of neural activation of encoding and retrieving the faces to be compared when

separated by variable delay periods.
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Chapter 2

Characterization of short-term

memory for facial attributes

2.1 Introduction

Facial emotional expressions are crucial components of human social interac-

tions [60, 61, 62]. Among many of its important functions, facial emotions are

used to express the general emotional state (e.g. happy or sad); to show liking

or dislike in everyday life situations or to signal a possible source of danger.

Therefore, it is not surprising that humans are remarkably good at monitoring

and detecting subtle changes in emotional expressions.

To be able to efficiently monitor emotional expressions they must be contin-

uously attended to and memorized. In accordance with this, extensive research

in recent years provided evidence that emotional facial expression can capture

attention [63, 64] and thus will be processed efficiently even in the presence of

distractors [65] or in cases of poor visibility [66]. Surprisingly, however, visual

short-term memory for facial emotions received far less attention. To date there

has been no study that was aimed at investigating how efficiently humans could

store facial emotional information in visual short term memory.

In contrast to the continuously changing emotional expression there are fa-

cial attributes - such as identity or gender - that on the short and intermediate

timescale are invariant [39, 53]. Invariant facial attributes do not require con-

stant online monitoring during social interaction. After registering a person’s
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10 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

identity at the beginning of a social encounter there is little need to monitor

it further. Indeed, consistent with the latter point, one study showed that a

remarkable 60% of participants failed to realize that a stranger they had began

a conversation with was switched with another person after a brief staged sepa-

ration during the social encounter [67]. Furthermore, it was shown that the pro-

cessing of changeable and invariant facial attributes took place on specialized,

to some extent independent functional processing routes [39, 53]. Functional

neuroimaging results suggested that facial identity might be processed primar-

ily in the inferior occipito-temporal regions, including the fusiform face area

[20, 68], whereas processing of the information related to emotional expressions

involved the superior temporal cortical regions [49, 69, 51, 70, 52, 71]. Based on

these, it is reasonable to suppose that the functional and anatomical differences

in the processing of changeable and invariant facial attributes might also be

reflected in the short term memory processes for these different attributes.

Our goal was to investigate in a series of experiments how efficiently hu-

mans could store facial emotional expressions in visual short term memory. In

addition, we also aimed at testing the prediction that short term memory for

information related to changeable facial emotional expressions might be more

efficient than that related to invariant facial attributes, such as identity. Using a

two interval forced choice facial attribute discrimination task we measured how

increasing the delay between the subsequently presented face stimuli affected

facial emotion and facial identity discrimination. The logic of our approach was

as follows: if there was a high-fidelity short term memory capacity for a facial

attribute then observers’ discrimination performance should be just as good

when the faces are separated by several seconds as when the delay between the

two faces is very short (1 s). However, if part of the information about facial

attributes used for the discrimination was lost during the process of memory

encoding, maintenance or recall then increasing the delay between the faces to

be compared should impair discrimination performance.
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EXP. 1: Short-term memory capacity for facial attributes 11

2.2 EXP. 1: Short-term memory capacity for

facial attributes

2.2.1 Motivations

Previous research investigating short term memory for basic visual dimensions

(e.g. spatial frequency and orientation) using delayed discrimination tasks [72,

73, 74] found a significant increase in reaction times (RT) at delays longer

than 3 s as compared to shorter delays. It has been proposed that increased

RTs at longer delays might reflect the involvement of memory encoding and

retrieval processes, which were absent at delays shorter than 3 s. To test whether

increasing the delay lead to longer RTs also in the case of delayed facial emotion

discrimination we performed a pilot experiment. The results revealed that in

delayed facial emotional discrimination tasks - similarly to discrimination of

basic visual dimensions - there was a significant increase in RTs when the faces

were separated by more than 3 s. Furthermore, it was also found that RTs

saturated at 6 s delay, since no further increase in RTs was observed at delays

longer than 6 s.

Based on these pilot results, in the main experiments aimed at testing the

ability to store facial emotional expressions and facial identity in visual short

term memory, we compared participants’ discrimination performance when the

two face stimuli to be compared - the sample and test face image - were separated

by 1 s (SHORT ISI) to that when the delay was 6 s (LONG ISI)(Fig. 2.2a).

2.2.2 Methods

Subjects. Ten subjects (6 females, mean age: 24 years) gave their informed

and written consent to participate in Experiment 1, which was approved by the

local ethics committee. Three of them also participated in a pilot experiment.

None of them had any history of neurological or ophthalmologic diseases and

all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.

Stimuli. Stimuli were front view images of female faces with gradually chang-

ing facial attributes of happiness, fear and identity. Faces were cropped and cov-
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12 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

ered with a circular mask. Images of two females (Female 1 and 2) were used for

creating stimuli for the emotion discrimination, while for the identity discrimi-

nation task they were paired with two additional females (Female 3 and 4), yield-

ing two different sets of images for all discrimination conditions. Test stimuli of

varying emotional intensity were generated with a morphing algorithm (Win-

morph 3.01) [75, 76, 77] by pairing a neutral and a happy/fearful picture of the

same facial identity (Female 1 and 2), creating two sets of intermediate images.

For the identity discrimination condition, two identity morph lines were cre-

ated: by morphing neutral images of two facial identities. As reference identity

Female 1 and 2 were chosen, which were also used to create the morphed stimuli

for the emotion discrimination task. (Fig.2.1a-d). Each set was composed of 101

images, 0% (neutral/Female 3 or 4) and 100% (happy/fearful/Female 1 or 2)

being the original two faces. Stimuli (8 deg) were presented centrally (viewing

distance of 60 cm) on a uniform grey background. Emotion and identity dis-

crimination were measured by a two-interval forced choice procedure using the

method of constant stimuli. In the emotion discrimination task, subjects were

asked to report which of the two successively presented faces, termed sample

and test, showed stronger facial emotional expressions: happy or fearful. In the

identity discrimination task, subjects were required to report whether the test

or the sample face resembled more to the reference identity. Subjects indicated

their choice by pressing either button 1 or 2. Two interstimulus intervals (ISI)

were used for testing: a short 1 s (SHORT ISI) and a long 6 s (LONG ISI)

delay.

In each emotion discrimination trial, one of the face images was the midpoint

image of the emotion morph line, corresponding to 50% happy/fearful emotional

expression strength, while the other face image was chosen randomly from a

continuum of eight predefined images of different emotional strength (Fig.2.2b-

c). In the case of identity discrimination trials, one of the images was a face with

75% reference identity strength from the identity morph line. The other image

was chosen randomly from a set of eight predefined images from the respective

morph line, ranging from 50-100% reference identity strength. (Fig.2.2d) The

rational behind choosing the 75% instead of the 50% reference identity as the

midpoint image for identity discrimination was to have test faces which clearly

exhibit the reference identity as pilot experiments revealed that using test stim-
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Figure 2.1: Exemplar (a) happy, (b) fearful and (c) identity morphed face sets used in Experiment 1-3. Grey circles indicate
midpoint faces used as one constituent of each face pair while black circles show the two extremes of each set used as the other
constituent in Experiment 1-3. Figure shows the original span of 101 faces, but the actual morph continua used were assigned to
the [0 1] interval for analysis and display purposes. (d) Exemplar composite face set used in Experiment 4. Black circles indicate
a typical face pair yielding 75% performance. The arrow indicates the reference face for identity discrimination for sets (c-d).
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14 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

uli with uncertain identity information leads to much poorer and noisier identity

discrimination performance in our experimental paradigm.

The used continua for each attribute were determined individually in a prac-

tice session prior to the experiment. Each continuum was assigned to the [0 1]

interval - 0 and 1 representing the two extremes - for display and analysis pur-

poses (Fig.2.2b-c).

Procedure. A trial consisted of 500 ms presentation of the sample face, then

either a short or a long delay with only the fixation cross present, finally 500

ms of the test face (Fig.2.2a). Subjects were given a maximum 2 s response

window. The intertrial interval (ITI) was randomized between 400-600 ms. The

fixation cross was present troughout the entire experiment. The two faces of the

pair were randomly assigned to sample or test. Subjects initiated the trials by

pressing one of the response buttons. In the identity condition the two reference

faces of the two identity morph lines were presented for 5 s at the beginning

of each block. The different facial attribute and ISI conditions were presented

in separate blocks, their order being randomized across subjects. Each subject

Figure 2.2: Experimental design and morphed face sets used in Experiment 1.
(a) Stimulus sequence with a happiness discrimination trial. Stimulus sequence was
similar for Experiment 2-4. Exemplar (b) happy, (c) fearful and (d) identity morphed
face sets used in Experiment 1. Each face pair consisted of the midpoint face -
indicated by grey circles - and one of eight predefined stimuli. 0 and 1 show the
typical two extremes while the other six stimuli were evenly distributed in between.
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EXP. 1: Short-term memory capacity for facial attributes 15

completed three of the 64-trial blocks, yielding 192 trials per condition for the

experiment and underwent a separate training session prior to the experiment.

In a pilot emotional expression (happiness) discrimination experiment four

different ISIs (1,3,6,9 s) were used. Otherwise the experimental procedure was

identical to the main experiment.

Data Analysis. Analysis was performed on fitted Weibull psychometric func-

tions [78]. Performance was assessed by computing just noticeable differences

(JNDs, the smallest morph difference required to perform the discrimination

task reliably), by subtracting the morph intensity needed to achieve 25% per-

formance from that needed for 75% performance and dividing by two. JNDs

have been used as a reliable measure of sensitivity [79]. Reaction times were

calculated as the average of the reaction times for stimuli yielding 25% and 75%

performance. Single RTs longer than 2.5 s were excluded from further analysis.

All measurements were entered into a 3 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with

attribute (happy vs. fear vs. identity) and ISI (SHORT vs. LONG) as within

subject factors. Tukey HSD tests were used for post-hoc comparisons.

2.2.3 Results

The pilot experiment revealed that increasing the delay between the face pairs

lead to longer reaction times. However, the effect saturated at 6 s since no

further increment in RT was found at the delay of 9 s compared to 6 s (Fig.2.3a).

ANOVA showed a significant main effect of ISI (F(3,6) = 62.26, p < 0.0001)

and post hoc tests revealed significant difference in all comparisons with the

exception of the 6 s vs. 9 s ISI contrast (p = 0.0025, p = 0.014, p = 0.78 for 1

vs. 3, 3 vs. 6 and 6 vs. 9 s delays, respectively). Contrary to the RT results,

however, participants’ emotion (happiness) discrimination performance was not

affected by the ISI (main effect of ISI: F(3,6) = 0.18, p = 0.90).

In the main experiment, observers performed delayed discrimination of three

different facial attributes: happiness, fear and identity. In accordance with the

results of the pilot experiment, in all three discrimination conditions reaction

times were longer by approximately 150-200 ms in the LONG ISI (6s) than in the

SHORT ISI (1s) conditions (Fig.2.3b), providing support for the involvement
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16 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

Figure 2.3: Reaction times for delayed emotion (happiness) discrimination measured
during (a) a pilot experiment and (b) Experiment 1. Mean RTs were calculated
from trials with face pairs yielding 25% and 75% percent performance. There was a
significant difference in RT between 1-s and 6-s ISI, while RTs saturated around 6 s.
Error bars indicate ±SEM (N = 3 and 10 for the pilot experiment and Experiment
1, respectively; ∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, n.s. not significant).

of short term memory processes in delayed facial attribute discrimination in

the case of LONG ISI conditions. ANOVA performed on the RT data showed a

significant main effect of ISI (SHORT vs. LONG ISI, F(1,9) = 54.12, p < 0.0001),

while there was no main effect of attributes (happiness vs. fear vs. identity,

F(2,18) = 2.15, p = 0.146) and no interaction between these variables (F(2,18) =

0.022, p = 0.978).

However, alternative explanations regarding the RT difference are also pos-

sible since other mechanisms can be in play. The typical experimental setting

for these experiments is blocking the different ISI conditions in separate runs

and presenting only the two stimuli to be compared in each trial. Therefore, one

of the caveats is the increased temporal uncertainty concerning the presentation

of the second face stimulus which subjects are required to respond in the case

of the 6-s ISI. Indeed, if temporal uncertainty is equated by introducing a tem-

poral cue shortly before the second stimulus in both delay conditions this RT

difference drops to 50 ms but still remains statistically significant (see Chapter

3 for more details). Nevertheless, blocking the different ISIs in separate runs

further allows for differences in the state of the motor system such as adaptation

increasing RTs in the case of the 1-s ISI; conversely, a possible decreased motor
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alertness can result in the increase of RTs in the case of the 6-s ISI condition

rendering the meaning of the RT difference unclear. (For further discussion

please refer to Appendix A.)

In contrast to the RT results, increasing the delay between the face images

to be compared had only a small effect on observers’ performance in the iden-

tity discrimination condition but not in the two facial emotion discrimination

conditions (Fig.2.4a-c, see also Fig.2.4d for the JND values used in the anal-

ysis). ANOVA showed that the main effect of ISI (SHORT vs. LONG ISI,

F(1,9) = 4.24, p = 0.069), the main effect of attributes happiness vs. fear vs.

identity, F(2,18) = 3.29, p = 0.061) and the interaction between these variables

(F(2,18) = 3.29, p = 0.061), all failed to reach the significance level. In the

case of facial identity discrimination, post hoc analysis showed a non-significant

trend of decreased performance in the LONG as compared to the SHORT ISI

condition (post hoc: p = 0.07). On the other hand, discrimination of facial

emotions was not affected by the ISI (post hoc: p = 0.999 and p = 0.998 for

happiness and fear, respectively). These results suggest that fine-grained infor-

mation about facial emotions can be stored with high precision, without any

loss in visual short term memory.

2.3 EXP. 2: The importance of configural pro-

cessing

2.3.1 Motivations

The primary goal of the above study was to investigate how efficiently could hu-

mans recognize and monitor changes in different facial attributes. Therefore, it

was crucial to show that performance in our facial attribute discrimination task

was indeed based on high-level, face-specific attributes or attribute configura-

tions as opposed to some intermediate or low level feature properties of the face

images (e.g. local contour information, luminance intensity). For this reason,

in Experiment 2 a follow-up study was conducted with the same three facial

attribute discrimination conditions as in Experiment 1, only the same stimuli

were also presented in an inverted position. Thus, taking away the configural
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18 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

Figure 2.4: Effect of ISI on the performance of facial emotion and identity dis-
crimination. Weibull psychometric functions fit onto (a) happiness, (b) fear and (c)
identity discrimination performance. Introducing a 6 s delay (brown line) between
sample and test faces had no effect on emotion discrimination and did not impair
identity discrimination performance significantly, compared to the short 1 s inter-
stimulus interval (ISI) condition (blue line). The x axis denotes morph intensities of
the constant stimuli. (d) Just noticeable differences (JNDs) obtained in Experiment
1. Diamonds represent mean JNDs in each condition while circles indicate individual
data for short (blue) and long (brown) ISIs. Error bars indicate ±SEM (N = 10).

feature but leaving the low level features unaltered [80, 16].

2.3.2 Methods

Subjects. Six right-handed (all female, mean age 23 years) gave their in-

formed and written consent to participate in the study, which was approved

by the local ethics committee. None of them had any history of neurological

or ophthalmologic diseases and all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual

acuity.
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EXP. 2: The importance of configural processing 19

Stimuli and Procedure The same face sets were used as in Experiment

1. Stimulus presentation was very similar to that of Experiment 1 with only

minor differences: faces were presented centrally both in an upright and in an

inverted position with using a SHORT interstimulus delay of 1 s only. Every

other parameter and procedural detail was identical to Experiment 1.

Data analysis. Performance evaluation and reaction times calculation for

Experiment 2 was done identically. All measurements were entered into a 3× 2

repeated measures ANOVA with attribute (happy vs. fear vs. identity) and

orientation (upright vs. inverted) as within subject factors. Post-hoc t-tests

were done by Tukey HSD tests.

2.3.3 Results

Reaction times did not differ across attributes or orientations. ANOVA per-

formed on the RT data showed no main effect of attributes (happiness vs. fear

vs. identity, F(2,10) = 1.12, p = 0.364), no significant main effect of orientation

(upright vs. inverted, F(1,5) = 0.493, p = 0.514), and no interaction between

these variables (F(2,10) = 1.19, p = 0.343).

Compared to the conditions with upright faces, the performance for inverted

faces was degraded in all three facial attribute discrimination conditions increas-

ing the JND values (Fig.2.5). The performance for each attribute also differed;

higher JND values were obtained for fearful faces than for the other two at-

tributes. The ANOVA results yielded a significant main effect of attributes

(happiness vs. fear vs. identity, F(2,10) = 39.48, p < 0.0001), a significant main

effect of orientation (F(1,5) = 28.34, p = 0.003) and no interaction between

these variables (F(2,10) = 2.11, p = 0.172). Since it has been shown that face

inversion selectively affected processing of high-level, face-specific information

[80, 16], these results provide support that facial attributes in our experiment

with upright faces were compared based on at least partially face-specific feat-

ural and configural information rather than solely on the intermediate and low

level feature properties of the face images.
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20 Characterization of short-term memory for facial attributes

Figure 2.5: Effect of inversion on the performance of facial emotion and identity
discrimination. Weibull psychometric functions fit onto (a) happiness, (b) fear and
(c) identity discrimination performance. Performance in all conditions were degraded
by inverting the face stimuli to be compared (dark blue line) as opposed to upright
presentation (light blue line). The x axis denotes morph intensities of the constant
stimuli. (d) Just noticeable differences (JNDs) obtained in Experiment 2. Diamonds
represent mean JNDs in each condition while circles indicate individual data for
upright (light blue) and inverted (dark blue) presentation. Error bars indicate ±SEM
(N = 6).

2.4 EXP. 3: The role of learning in facial at-

tribute discrimination and memory

2.4.1 Motivations

The results obtained in Experiment 1 reflect visual short term memory abilities

in the case of familiar face stimuli and in extensively practiced task conditions

(observers performed 3 blocks of 64 trials for each attribute and ISI). Therefore,

a second experiment was performed to test whether high-precision visual short
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EXP. 3: The role of learning in facial attribute discrimination and memory 21

term memory for facial emotions also extended to situations where the faces and

the delayed discrimination task were novel to the observers. In this experiment,

each participant (N=160) performed only two trials of delayed emotion (happi-

ness) discrimination and another two trials of delayed identity discrimination.

For half of the participants the sample and test faces were separated by 1 s

(SHORT ISI) while for the other half of participants the ISI was 10 s (LONG

ISI).

Importantly, this experiment also allowed us to test whether in our task

conditions delayed facial attribute discrimination was based on the perceptual

memory representation of the sample stimulus [74, 81] or it was based on the

representation of the whole range of the task-relevant feature information that

builds up during the course of the experiment, as suggested by the Lages and

Treisman’s criterion-setting theory [82]. This is because in Experiment 3 ob-

servers performed only two emotion and two identity discrimination trials with

novel faces and thus the involvement of criterion-setting processes proposed by

Lages and Treisman can be excluded.

2.4.2 Methods

Subjects. Altogether 206 participants took part in Experiment 3, which was

approved by the local ethics committee. They were screened according to their

performance and were excluded from further analysis if overall performance did

not reach 60 percent, yielding 160 subjects altogether (78 females, mean age:

22 years), 80 for each ISI condition.

Stimuli and Procedure. In Experiment 3 only two facial attributes were

tested: happiness and identity. The same face sets were used as in Experiment

1 but only one of them was presented during the experiment, while the other

set was used in the short practice session prior to the experiment, during which

subjects familiarized themselves with the task. In each trial similarly to Ex-

periment 1, one image was the midpoint face (see Experiment 1 Methods for

details) while the other image was one of two predefined test stimuli. Thus only

two face pairs were used in both identity and emotion discrimination conditions:

in one face pair the emotion/identity intensity difference between the images
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was larger, resulting in good discrimination performance, whereas in the other

face pair the difference was more subtle, leading to less efficient discrimination.

Subjects performed a single discrimination for each of the two face pairs [83] of

the two facial attribute conditions. The identity reference face was presented

before the identity block. Subjects initiated the start of the block after memo-

rizing the identity reference face by pressing a button. Stimulus sequence was

identical to Experiment 1. Subjects were randomly assigned an ISI (either short

or long) and a starting stimulus out of the two test faces and shown the happy

and identity stimuli in a counterbalanced fashion. Presentation order of the two

face pairs was also counterbalanced across subjects. Every other parameter and

the task instructions were identical to Experiment 1.

Data Analysis. For analyzing Experiment 3 the individual data points were

insufficient for a proper fit so to test whether the distributions were different, we

applied χ2 tests to performance data obtained by pooling correct and incorrect

responses for trials with face pairs having small and large intensity difference

separately. [83]. Reaction times were averaged over face pairs. Similarly to

Experiment 1, single trial RTs exceeding 2.5 s were excluded from further anal-

ysis leaving unequal number of RT measurements per conditions (N = 74 and

N = 60 for SHORT and LONG ISI condition). RT data was analyzed with

a 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with attribute (happiness vs. identity) as

within-subject and ISI (SHORT vs. LONG) as between-subject factors.

2.4.3 Results

Reaction times, similarly to that in Experiment 1, were longer in the LONG

ISI than in the SHORT ISI condition by 180-240 ms. Moreover, subjects were

faster in responding in the happy than in the identity discrimination condition

(Fig.2.6a). Statistical analysis revealed a significant main effect of ISI (F(1,132) =

13.09, p = 0.0004) and a significant main effect of attribute (F(1,132) = 11.03, p =

0.001).

The results also revealed that subjects’ emotion and identity discrimina-

tion performance was not affected by the delay between the face stimuli to

be compared, even though the faces were novel (Fig.2.6b). There was no sig-
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nificant difference between the SHORT ISI and LONG ISI conditions in the

case of happiness discrimination performance (χ2
(1,N=160) = 0.493, p = 0.482

and χ2
(1,N=160) = 0.00, p = 1.00 for the image pair with large and small differ-

ence, respectively) as well as in the case of identity discrimination performance

(χ2
(1,N=160) = 0.028, p = 0.868 and χ2

(1,N=160) = 0.028, p = 0.868 for the image

pair with large and small difference, respectively). These results suggest that

humans can store fine-grained information related to facial emotions and iden-

tity without loss in visual short term memory even when the faces and the task

are novel.

Since the face images used in Experiment 3 were selected from the same

image set that was used in Experiment 1, it is possible to compare the overall

discrimination performance across the two experiments. As shown in Figure

2.6b in Experiment 3 discrimination of facial emotions in case when both the

task and the faces are novel was just as good as that found after several hours

Figure 2.6: Reaction times and discrimination performance in Experiment 3. (a)
There was a significant RT increase in the LONG compared to the SHORT ISI con-
dition in the case of both attributes (Valid number of measurements: N = 74 and
N = 60 for the SHORT and LONG ISI condition, respectively). (b) Performance did
not show any significant drop from 1 s to 10 s ISI (blue and brown bars, respectively)
in either discrimination conditions, neither for face pairs with large nor with small
difference. For comparison of the overall discrimination performance in Experiment
1 and Experiment 3, grey circles represent the mean performance in Experiment 1
for the corresponding face pairs in the short (filled circles) and long (circles) ISI
conditions. Error bars indicate ±SEM (N = 160 and 10 for Experiment 3 and 1,
respectively; ∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗p = 0.001).
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of practice in Experiment 1. On the other hand, overall identity discrimina-

tion performance in Experiment 3 was worse than in Experiment 1, suggesting

that practice and familiarity of faces affected performance in the facial identity

discrimination task but not in the facial emotion discrimination task.

2.5 EXP. 4: Activation of cortical areas in-

volved in emotional processing

2.5.1 Motivations

To confirm that emotion discrimination in our short-term memory paradigm

involved high-level processing of facial emotional attributes, we performed an

f MRI experiment. Previous studies have shown that increased f MRI responses

in the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) during tasks requiring per-

ceptual responses to facial emotions compared to those to facial identity could

be considered as a marker for processing of emotion-related facial information

[84, 69, 51, 70, 52, 71]. Therefore, we conducted an f MRI experiment in which

we compared f MRI responses measured during delayed emotion (happiness)

discrimination to that obtained during identity discrimination. Importantly,

the same sets of morphed face stimuli were used both in the emotion and in

the identity discrimination tasks with slightly different exemplars in the two

conditions. Thus the major difference between the two conditions was the task

instruction (see Experimental procedures for details). We predicted that if

delayed emotion discrimination task used in the present study - requiring dis-

crimination of very subtle differences in facial emotional expression - involved

high-level processing of facial emotional attributes then pSTS should be more

active in the emotion discrimination condition as compared to the identity dis-

crimination condition. Furthermore, finding enhanced f MRI responses in brain

areas involved in emotion processing would also exclude the possibility that dis-

crimination of fine-grained emotional information in our emotion discrimination

condition is based solely on matching low-level features (e.g. orientation, spatial

frequency) of the face stimuli with different strength of emotional expressions.
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2.5.2 Methods

Subjects. Thirteen subjects participated in this experiment, which was ap-

proved by the ethics committee of the Semmelweis University. f MRI and con-

current psychophysical data of three participants were excluded due to excessive

head movement in the scanner, leaving a total number of ten right-handed sub-

jects (6 females, mean age: 24 years).

Stimuli. Like in Experiment 3, we tested two facial attributes: happiness and

identity. We used the same face sets for both tasks to ensure that the physical

properties of the stimuli were the same (there were no stimulus confounds) and

the conditions only differed in which face attribute subjects had to attend to

make the discrimination. To do this we created face sets where both facial

attributes changed gradually by morphing a neutral face of one facial identity

with the happy face of another identity and visa versa: the happy face of the first

identity with the neutral face of the second to minimize correlation between the

two attributes (Fig.2.7a). There were two composite face sets in the experiment:

one female and one male. In the main experiment, six (3+3) face pairs yielding

75% performance were used from each composite face set, selected based on

the performance in the practice session. The chosen pairs slightly differed in

the two conditions - e.g. 48 vs. 60% and 42 vs. 60% for the emotion and the

identity discrimination, respectively - since subjects needed bigger differences

in the identity condition to achieve 75% performance. The emotion intensity

difference between conditions averaged across subjects and runs turned out to be

6%, the emotion discrimination condition displaying the happier stimuli. Trials

of emotion and identity discrimination tasks were presented within a block in

an optimized pseudorandomized order to maximize separability of the different

tasks. For each subject the same trial sequence was used.

Visual stimuli were projected onto a translucent screen located at the back

of the scanner bore using a Panasonic PT-D3500E DLP projector (Matsushita

Electric Industrial Co., Osaka, Japan) at a refresh rate of 75 Hz. Stimuli were

viewed through a mirror attached to the head coil with a viewing distance of

58 cm. Head motion was minimized using foam padding.
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Procedure. The task remained identical to that of Experiment 1 and 2 but

the experimental paradigm was slightly altered to be better suited for f MRI.

A trial began with a task cue (0.5 deg) appearing just above fixation for 500

ms being either ’E’ for emotion and ’I’ for identity discrimination. Following a

blank fixation of 1530 ms the faces appeared successively for 300 ms separated

by a long ISI of varied length. The ITI was fixed in 3.5 s, which also served as

the response window. The ISI varied between 5 and 8 seconds in steps of 1 s

to provide a temporal jitter. Subjects performed 24 trials for each of the seven

functional runs (12 trials of emotion and 12 trials of identity discrimination),

for a total of 168 trials.

Before scanning, subjects were given a separate practice session where they

familiarized themselves with the task and the image pairs with approximately

75% correct performance were determined. Eye movements of five randomly

chosen subjects were recorded in this session by an iView X� HI-Speed eye

tracker (Sensomotoric Instruments, Berlin, Germany) at a sampling rate of 240

Hz. In all experiments the stimulus presentation was controlled by MATLAB

7.1. (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) using the Psychtoolbox 2.54 [85, 86].

Behavioral Data Analysis. Responses and reaction times were collected

for each trial during the practice and scanning sessions to ensure subjects were

performing the task as instructed. Accuracy and mean RTs were analyzed with

paired t-tests.

Analysis of Eyetracking Data. Eye-gaze direction was assessed using a

summary statistic approach. Trials were binned based on facial attribute (emo-

tion vs. identity) and task phase (sample vs. test) and mean eye position (x and

y values) was calculated for periods when the face stimulus was present on each

trial. From each of the four eye-gaze direction dataset, spatial maps of eye-gaze

density were constructed and then averaged to get a mean map for comparison.

Subsequently, each of these maps was compared with the mean map and differ-

ence images were computed. The root mean squares of the density difference

values for these latter maps were entered into a 2 × 2 ANOVA [52].
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fMRI imaging and analysis. Data acquisition. Data were collected at

the MR Research Center of Szentágothai Knowledge Center, (Semmelweis Uni-

versity, Budapest, Hungary) on a 3T Philips Achieva (Best, The Netherlands)

scanner equipped with an 8-channel SENSE headcoil. High resolution anatomi-

cal images were acquired for each subject using a T1 weighted 3D TFE sequence

yielding images with a 1×1×1 mm resolution. Functional images were collected

using 31 transversal slices (4 mm slice thickness with 3.5×3.5 mm in-plane res-

olution) with a non-interleaved acquisition order covering the whole brain with

a BOLD-sensitive T2∗-weighted echo-planar imaging sequence (TR = 24 s, TE

= 30 ms, FA = 75◦, FOV = 220 mm, 64× 64 image matrix, 7 runs, duration of

each run = 516 s).

Data analysis. Preprocessing and analysis of the imaging data was per-

formed using BrainVoyager QX v1.91 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Nether-

lands). Anatomicals were coregistered to BOLD images and then transformed

into standard Talairach space. BOLD images were corrected for differences in

slice timing, realigned to the first image within a session for motion correction

and low-frequency drifts were eliminated with a temporal high-pass filter (3 cy-

cles per run). The images were then spatially smoothed using a 6 mm FWHM

Gaussian filter and normalized into standard Talairach space. Based on the

results of the motion correction algorithm runs with excessive head movements

were excluded from further analysis leaving 10 subjects with 4-7 runs each.

Functional data analysis was done by applying a two-level mass univariate

general linear model (GLM) for an event-related design. For the first-level GLM

analysis, delta functions were constructed corresponding to the onset of each

event type (emotion vs. identity discrimination × sample vs. test face). These

delta functions were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function

(HRF) to create predictors for the subsequent GLM. Temporal derivatives of

the HRFs were also added to the model to accommodate different delays of

the BOLD response in the individual subjects. The resulting β weights of

each current predictor served as input for the second-level whole-brain random-

effects analysis, treating subjects as random factors. Linear contrasts pertaining

to the main effects were calculated and the significance level to identify cluster

activations was set at p < 0.01 with false discovery rate (FDR) correction with

degrees of freedom df(random) = 9.
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Figure 2.7: Stimuli and results of Experiment 4. (a) An exemplar face pair taken
from the female composite face set which differs slightly along both the facial iden-
tity and emotion axis. (b) f MRI responses for sample faces. Emotion vs. identity
contrast revealed significantly stronger f MRI responses during emotion than identity
discrimination within bilateral superior temporal sulcus (STS), (two clusters: pos-
terior and mid), and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (iFG). Coordinates are given in
Talairach space; regional labels were derived using the Talairach Daemon [87] and
the AAL atlas provided with MRIcro [88](N = 10)

2.5.3 Results

Subjects’ accuracy during scanning was slightly better in the identity than in

the emotion discrimination task (mean± SEM : 79.7 ± 1.4% and 83.0 ± 2.0%

for emotion and identity tasks, respectively; t(9) = −2.72, p = 0.024). Reaction

times did not differ significantly across task conditions (mean±SEM : 831 ±
66 ms and 869± 71 ms for emotion and identity, respectively; t(9) = −1.49, p =

0.168).

To asses the difference between the neural processing of the face stim-

uli in the emotion and identity discrimination tasks, we contrasted f MRI re-

sponses in the emotion discrimination trials with those in the identity trials.

We found no brain regions where activation was higher in the identity com-

pared to the emotion discrimination condition, neither during sample nor dur-

ing test face processing. However, our analysis revealed significantly higher

activations for the sample stimuli in the case of emotion compared to identity

discrimination in the right posterior superior temporal sulcus (Br. 37, peak at

x, y, z = 43,−55, 7; t = 6.18, p < 0.01FDR, Fig.2.7b). This cluster of activation

extended ventrally and rostrally along the superior temporal sulcus and dorsally

and rostrally into the supramarginal gyrus (Br. 22, x, y, z = 42,−28, 0; t = 4.43;

Br. 40, x, y, z = 45,−42, 25; t = 4.87, p < 0.01FDR, centers of activation for

mid-STS and supramarginal gyrus, respectively). Furthermore, we found five
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additional clusters with significantly stronger activations in: left superior tem-

poral gyrus (Br. 37, x, y, z = −51,−65, 7; t = 4.91, p < 0.01FDR), left superior

temporal pole (Br. 38, x, y, z = −45, 18,−14; t = 4.70, p < 0.01FDR), bilateral

inferior frontal cortex: specifically in right inferior frontal gyrus (triangularis)

(Br. 45, x, y, z = 51, 26, 7; t = 4.73, p < 0.01FDR) and in left inferior frontal

gyrus (opercularis); (Br. 44, x, y, z = −51, 14, 8; t = 4.53p < 0.01FDR) and

finally, in left insula (Br. 13, x, y, z = −36, 8, 13; t = 4.65p < 0.01FDR). This

network of cortical areas showing higher f MRI responses in the emotion than

in the identity task is in close correspondence with the results of earlier studies

investigating processing of facial emotions. Interestingly, in the case of f MRI

responses to the test face stimuli, even though many of these cortical regions,

including pSTS, showed higher activations in the emotion compared to the

identity task these activation differences did not reach significance; which is in

agreement with recent findings of LoPresti and colleagues [71]. Furthermore,

our results did not show significantly higher amygdala activations in the emotion

discrimination condition as compared to the identity discrimination condition.

One explanation for the lack of enhanced amygdala activation in the emotion

condition might be that in our f MRI experiment we used face images with

positive emotions and subjects were required to judge which face was happier.

This is supported by a recent meta-analysis of the activation of amygdala dur-

ing processing of emotional stimuli by Costafreda and colleagues [89], where

they found that there was a higher probability of amygdala activation: 1. for

stimuli reflecting fear and disgust relative to happiness; 2. in the case of passive

emotion processing relative to the case of active task instructions.

As overall intensity of emotional expressions of the face stimuli used in the

emotion discrimination task was slightly higher (6%) than that in the identity

task we carried out an analysis designed to test whether the small difference

in emotional intensity of the face stimuli can explain the difference in strength

of pSTS activation between the emotion and identity conditions. We divided

the f MRI data obtained both from the emotion and the identity discrimina-

tion conditions separately into two median split subgroups based on emotion

intensity of the face stimulus in the given trial. Thus, we were able to con-

trast the f MRI responses arising from trials where faces showed more intense

emotional expression with trials where faces showed less emotional intensity
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separately for emotion and identity discrimination conditions. The difference in

emotion intensity of the face stimuli was 13% in the case of the two subgroups

of emotion discrimination trials and 17% in the case of identity discrimina-

tion trials; that is in both cases the intensity difference between the respective

subgroups was larger than the difference in emotion intensity of face stimuli

between the two task conditions (6%). The contrast failed to yield difference

in the STS activations between the two subgroups in either task condition even

at a significance level of p < 0.01 uncorrected. These results clearly show that

the small difference in the emotional intensity of the face stimuli between the

emotion and identity discrimination conditions cannot explain the higher STS

activations found during emotion discrimination as compared to the identity

discrimination.

Furthermore, since subjects’ performance during scanning was slightly bet-

ter in the identity discrimination condition than in the emotion discrimination

we performed an additional analysis to exclude the possibility that the observed

differences in f MRI responses between the two conditions are due to a difference

in task difficulty. For this, we selected three runs from each subject in which

accuracy for the two tasks was similar and reanalyzed the f MRI data collected

from these runs. Even though there was no significant difference between sub-

jects’ accuracy in the emotion and identity tasks in these runs (mean±SEM :

82.2 ± 1.7% and 81.9 ± 2.0% for emotion and identity tasks, respectively;

t(9) = 0.145, p = 0.889), the emotion vs. identity contrast revealed the same

clusters of increased f MRI responses as when all runs were analyzed; including

a significantly higher activation during the emotion discrimination task in the

right posterior STS (peak at x, y, z = 45,−52, 4; t = 5.08, p < 0.03FDR). Thus,

our f MRI results provide evidence that discrimination of fine-grained emotional

information required in our experimental condition led to the activation of a

cortical network that is known to be involved in processing of facial emotional

expression.

Although we did not track eye position during scanning, it appears highly

unlikely that the difference between the f MRI responses in the emotion and

identity discrimination task could be explained by a difference in fixation pat-

terns between the two tasks. Firstly, we recorded eye movements during the

practice sessions prior to scanning for 5 subjects and the data revealed no sig-
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Figure 2.8: Representative fixation patterns of one subject during the practice
session preceding Experiment 4, shown separately for emotion and identity discrim-
ination trials recorded during sample and test face presentation. There was no dif-
ference between the fixation patterns for the two discrimination conditions neither
during sample nor during test face presentation.

nificant differences between the facial attributes (emotion vs. identity, F(1,4) =

1.15, p = 0.343) or the task phases (sample vs. test, F(1,4) = 0.452, p = 0.538)

and there was no interaction between these variables (F(1,4) = 0.040, p = 0.852;

See Fig.2.8 for a representative fixation pattern). These indicate that there was

no systematic bias in eye-gaze direction induced by the different task demands

(attend to emotion or identity). Secondly, in the whole-brain analysis of the

f MRI data we found no significant differences in activations of the cortical areas

known to be involved in programming and execution of eye movements (i.e. in

the frontal eye field or parietal cortex [90] in response to emotion and identity

discrimination tasks.)

2.6 Discussion

The results of the present series of experiments provide the first behavioral

evidence that the ability to compare facial emotional expressions (happiness

and fear) of familiar as well as novel faces is not impaired when the emotion-

related information has to be stored for several seconds in short term memory;

i.e. when the faces to be compared are separated by up to 10 seconds. More-
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over, Experiment 2 proved that this ability is not solely based on intermediate

or low-level visual feature properties of the face images (e.g. local contour

information, luminance intensity) but underpins the importance of high-level,

face-specific attributes or attribute configurations, since performance was sig-

nificantly reduced compared to the upright presentation when the face images

were presented upside down. Furthermore, it was also found that discrimina-

tion of facial emotions was just as good when the observers perform the task

only twice with novel faces as it was after extensive practice. Importantly, high-

fidelity short term memory found in Experiment 3 cannot be accounted for by

the criterion-setting theory proposed by Lages and Treisman [82] to explain

results of delayed discrimination of basic visual dimensions [74]. According to

this theory, in delayed discrimination tasks observers’ decision on a given trial

is based on the representation of the whole range of the task-relevant feature

information that builds up during the course of the experiment, rather than

based on the perceptual memory representation of the sample stimulus. Since

in our experiment observers performed only two emotion and two identity dis-

crimination trials with novel faces the involvement of criterion-setting processes

proposed by Lages and Treisman [82] can be excluded. Thus our results provide

direct evidence that humans can store with high precision fine-grained informa-

tion related to facial emotions and identity in short-term memory.

Based on the known functional and anatomical differences in the processing

of changeable and invariant facial attributes [39, 53], we assumed that short

term memory for facial emotions might be more efficient than that for facial

identity. However, our results failed to provide support for such a functional

dissociation in short-term memory processes for changeable and invariant facial

attributes. We have found that humans were also able to store fine-grained

information related to facial identity without loss in visual short term memory.

There was only a small, non-significant decrease in identity discrimination per-

formance at longer delay in Experiment 1 where observers performed several

blocks of identity discrimination tasks with the same face stimuli. A possible

explanation for this is that learning processes might affect identity discrimina-

tion and the ability to store information related to facial identity in short-term

memory differently. Taken together, our results suggest that even though pro-

cessing of emotion and identity is accomplished by specialized, to some extent
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anatomically segregated brain regions - as it was shown previously [39] and also

supported by our control fMRI experiment - short-term memory for both of

these attributes is highly efficient.

How and where in the human brain visual information related to facial iden-

tity and facial emotions is represented during short-term memory maintenance

is still an open question. Several previous studies suggested [91, 92, 93] that

the visual association cortex, including the fusiform face area [20] and the lat-

eral prefrontal cortex was involved in active maintenance of facial information

during memory delays. It was also proposed that these two regions have dif-

ferent functions in active maintenance: the lateral prefrontal cortex codes for

abstracted mnemonic information, while sensory areas represent specific fea-

tures of the memoranda [93]. However, a recent fMRI study [71] investigating

short term memory processes for facial identity and emotions failed to find sus-

tained activity in the fusiform face area and in the superior temporal cortex; i.e.

in the regions of the visual association cortex specialized for the processing of

these attributes. Instead, they showed overlapping delay related activations in

the case of facial identity and facial emotions in the orbitofrontal cortex, amyg-

dala and hippocampus and suggested that this network of brain areas might

be critical for actively maintaining and binding together information related to

facial identity and emotion in short-term memory. Further research is needed

to explain these discrepancies and to uncover how and where in the human

brain fine-grained information related to facial identity and facial emotions is

represented during maintenance in visual short term memory.

From an ecological point of view, our results showing highly efficient short-

term memory for both facial identity and facial emotional expression might

appear rather surprising. As we reasoned above, in contrast to the continuously

changing emotional expression, facial identity is invariant on the short and inter-

mediate timescale [39, 53]. Thus, in everyday life situations there is little need

to store fine-grained identity related information in short term memory. One

possible explanation that might help to reconcile this apparent contradiction is

that even though humans posses a high fidelity short-term memory system for

both emotions and identity, only facial emotions are monitored, memorized and

compared continuously during social intercourse. This is supported by previ-

ous findings showing that facial emotions can automatically capture attention
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and receive prioritized processing [63, 64, 66]. Facial identity, on the other

hand, might be attended, memorized and monitored only in cases when iden-

tity changes are expected to take place. Assuming that identity information

is not automatically monitored and memorized might help to explain previous

findings, showing that humans are surprisingly bad at noticing identity changes;

such as when a stranger they had began a conversation with was switched with

another person after a brief staged separation during a social encounter [67].
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Chapter 3

Retention interval affects VSTM

processes for facial emotional

expressions

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have shown that humans posses flawless, high-

resolution visual short-term memory for emotional expressions [1]. It was found

that discrimination of emotional expressions is just as efficient when the faces

to be compared are separated by several seconds as when they are presented

with a very short, 1-s delay. However, an important, unresolved question that

remains to be explored is whether high-fidelity short-term memory for facial

emotional expressions is based on the same neural mechanisms at different re-

tention durations, or alternatively, encoding and retrieval processes are changing

depending on how long emotional information has to be stored in visual short-

term memory. This later possibility is supported by two lines of experimental

results. First, neuropsychological research revealed that patients with medial

temporal lobe (MTL) lesions were impaired on visual working memory (WM)

tasks only when information had to be stored for several seconds but no WM

deficits were found in the same tasks when retention duration was very short, 1

s [94, 95]. Second, previous research investigating short-term memory processes

using delayed discrimination of basic visual dimensions (e.g. spatial frequency
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and orientation: [72, 73, 83] as well as facial attributes: [1]) found a signifi-

cant increase in reaction times (RT) at delays longer than 3 s as compared to

shorter, 1-s delays. Based on these findings it was proposed that increased RTs

at longer delays might reflect the involvement of memory encoding and retrieval

processes, which were absent at delays shorter than 3 s.

Previous research showed that short-term memory processes for facial at-

tributes involved a distributed network of brain areas [91, 92, 93, 96, 94, 71]

and that encoding and retrieval mechanisms were reflected in several ERP com-

ponents evoked by the face stimuli [97, 98, 96, 99, 100, 101], including the early

sensory P100 and N170 components as well as the late memory-related P3b

wave complex. Surprisingly, however, the question whether the length of reten-

tion interval affected neural processes of short-term memory for facial attributes

has not been investigated before. The goal of the present study was to directly

compare short-term memory processes for facial expressions (happiness) when

the faces to be compared were separated by one or by six seconds. We recorded

event related potentials (ERP) while participants performed the same delayed

emotion discrimination task with a 1-s or a 6-s ISI and found that several ERP

response components were strongly modulated by retention duration both dur-

ing encoding and retrieval of facial emotional information.

3.2 Methods

Subjects. Nineteen (four left-handed, five females, mean age: 23 years) sub-

jects gave their informed and written consent to participate in the study which

was approved by the local ethics committee. None of them had any history

of neurological or ophthalmologic diseases and all had normal or corrected-to-

normal visual acuity. Two participants were excluded from further analysis due

to excessive blink artifacts leaving not enough segments to analyze.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of front view pictures of faces with gradually chang-

ing emotional expressions of happiness. Faces were cropped and covered with

a circular mask. Test stimuli of varying emotional intensity were generated

with a morphing algorithm (Winmorph 3.01) [75, 76, 77] by pairing a neutral

and a happy picture of the same person, creating a set of intermediate facial
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expression images similarly to Experiment 1 in section 2.1 [1]. Four sets were

created from black and white photos of four unknown actors (two females and

two males). Stimuli (8 deg) were presented centrally (viewing distance of 60 cm)

on a uniform grey background. Four stimulus pairs were chosen from each face

set. The difference in emotional expression between the pairs was individually

adjusted based on a practice session to yield approximately 75% performance.

Procedure. Observers were shown face pairs, which were separated by a

varying interstimulus interval (ISI). They performed a delayed-match-to-sample

emotion discrimination task whereby they were required to report which of two

successively presented faces, termed sample and test, had the happier facial ex-

pression. Emotion discrimination was measured by a two-interval forced choice

procedure. Presentation order of the two faces of each pair was counterbalanced

within a block, one of the pair appearing as sample image for half of the trials

and as test image for the other half. Two ISIs were used for testing: a short

1-s and a long 6-s delay, since in an earlier pilot experiment we found that in

a similar delayed-match-to-sample emotion discrimination task RTs saturate at

6-s delay, since no further increase in RTs was observed at delays longer than 6

s [1].

A trial consisted of 1600-1800 ms blank fixation followed by a temporal

cue: a small circle surrounding the fixation cross, presented for 100 ms. 500 ms

following the cue offset, the sample face was displayed for 300 ms. Subsequently,

with either a short (1 s) or a long (6 s) delay showing only the fixation cross, the

test face appeared for 300 ms. The test face was also preceded by a temporal

cue, with a similar timing to that of the sample face (Fig.3.1). Introducing

a cue before the test face was aimed at eliminating the temporal uncertainty

present in the 6-s ISI condition, which - according to our pilot study - can

confound reaction time measurements. Cueing of the sample face was also

needed, in turn, for better comparison of the neural responses arising to the

two face stimuli. Trials were initiated by the observers by pressing either of the

response buttons with their right index or middle finger. The two ISIs were given

in separate blocks, the order of which was randomized across subjects. Each

participant completed four blocks (containing 256 trials altogether) of each ISI

condition. Prior to the experiment each participant was given a practice session
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Figure 3.1: Delayed-match-to-sample paradigm. Two faces (sample and test) were
displayed for 300 ms with either 1-s or 6-s interstimulus interval (ISI). Participants
indicated by button press which of the two faces had a happier expression. Each face
was preceded by a temporal cue to reduce timing uncertainty.

to familiarize themselves with the task and to determine the exact face pairs to

be used. In all experiments the stimulus presentation was controlled by Matlab

7.1. (The MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA) using the Psychtoolbox 2.54 [85, 86].

Data Analysis. Responses and reaction times were recorded during the ex-

periment. For further analysis, only RTs for correct response trials were used.

Both measures were averaged across all face pairs and the average accuracy and

RT of each subject for the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions were analyzed with paired

t-tests.

EEG Acquisition and Processing. EEG data were acquired using a Brain-

Amp MR (Brainproducts GmbH., Munich, Germany) amplifier from 60 Ag/AgCl

scalp electrodes placed according to the extended 10-20 international electrode

system and mounted in an EasyCap (Easycap GmbH, Herrsching-Breitbrunn,

Germany) with four additional periocular electrodes placed at the outer canthi

of the eyes and above and below the right eye for the purpose of recording the

electrooculogram. All channels were referenced to the nose online and later

digitally transformed to an average reference; the ground was placed on the
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nasion. All input impedance was kept below 10kΩ. Data were sampled at

1000 Hz with an analog bandpass of 0.016-250 Hz. Subsequently, a digital 0.1

Hz 12 dB/octave zero-phase Butterworth high-pass filter was used to remove

DC drifts, and a 50 Hz notch filter was applied to minimize line-noise arti-

facts. Finally, a 48 dB/octave low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 30 Hz

was applied. Trials that contained voltage fluctuations exceeding ±100µV , or

electro-oculogram activity exceeding ±70µV were rejected. Data processing was

done using BrainVision Analyzer (Brainproducts GmbH., Munich, Germany)

and custom written Matlab software.

ERP Data Analysis. The trial-averaged EEG waveform - i.e. the event-

related potential (ERP) - was computed including correct trials only. Data

was segmented into 700 ms epochs separately for sample and test faces starting

from 100 ms preceding the stimuli. Segments were baseline corrected over the

100 ms prestimulus window, artifact rejected and averaged to obtain the ERP

waveforms for each subject for each condition. To quantify differences between

the ISI conditions, the global field power (GFP) was determined, since it con-

stitutes a single reference-free measure of response strength [102] and its local

maxima reflect components in the event-related potential [102, 103]. The GFP

was computed as the standard deviation of all electrodes at each time point, for

each subject and condition and submitted to statistical evaluation.

Source Localization. An equivalent dipole source model was determined

by the Brain Electric Source Analysis program (BESA 5.2, MEGIS Software

GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany) using dipolar inverse modeling and a four-shell

ellipsoidal head model approximation registered to Talairach space for forward

modeling. In principle, a source model is derived by fitting the source itera-

tively to the data until a minimum in residual variance (RV) is reached, i.e. the

percentage of variance in the recorded potential distribution not accounted for

by the source model is minimized. Beside the RV criterion, the energy crite-

rion was also applied for fitting thus favoring source solutions with relatively

low dipole strengths [104] to reduce the probability of interacting dipoles (i.e.

adjacent dipoles with opposing high-amplitude potential fields). Regularization

constant was set to 1. Symmetry constraints with respect to location were ap-
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plied to dipole pairs in order to limit the number of parameters estimated. No

other constraints with respect to localization were used. Goodness of fit was

estimated by the resultant RV.

Sources were localized on the overall grand mean ERPs averaged across

subjects and conditions (2 ISI × 2 Task phase: sample and test) to avoid

introducing a bias into later statistical comparisons between different conditions.

Pairs of equivalent dipoles were fitted to time windows around the local maxima

of the global field power (GFP) of the overall average ERP signal using the

sequential multiple source fitting technique until 5% RV was reached. The exact

length and borders of each window were determined by looking at the principal

component decomposition of the residual waveforms and their 3D topographical

maps, trying to maximize the amount of variance the first principal component

explained. Each source pair was oriented at the maximum amplitude of the

corresponding time window. The resulting inverse solution was then applied to

the trial-averaged ERPs of each condition and each subject to determine the

individual source waveforms which describe the amplitude (i.e. the strength) of

the sources over time. These provided an image of brain function in terms of

magnitude and timing of the underlying source currents.

Statistical Analysis. To test for significant differences between the ISI con-

ditions for both sample and test phases, 90% confidence intervals for the GFP

difference and the difference waves on selected electrodes and sources were de-

termined using the bootstrap bias-corrected and adjusted (BCa) method [105].

This method provides confidence intervals without the necessity of prior as-

sumptions about the distribution of the individual waveforms, e.g., a Gaussian

distribution. The bootstrap statistics was conducted separately for sample and

test stimuli. The difference between 6-s and 1-s ISI conditions was considered

significant if the confidence interval of the difference source wave/GFP differ-

ence did not include zero [106, 96, 107].

Nonparametric tests were performed to further investigate the electrophys-

iological data which also do not assume Gaussian distribution of the data. La-

tencies of the late ERP peaks to test faces were tested with Wilcoxon matched

pairs tests, the nonparametric equivalent of the paired t-test. Peak latencies

were measured on the GFP waveforms at the corresponding maxima [108, 103].
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2 × 2 repeated measures analyses of variance were performed on ranked data

of the mean intensities of PFC and MTL sources separately with ISI (1 s vs.

6 s) and task phase (sample vs. test face) as within-subject factors. To in-

vestigate the relationship between subjects’ performance and source intensities

or electrode amplitudes nonparametric Spearman correlations were performed

on mean intensities averaged over time windows centered on the components

of interest (120-190, 250-340 and 400-540 ms for N170, 325 ms peak and P3b,

respectively - see Results section). Single electrodes were chosen for the corre-

lation where the topographies of the respective sources showed their maximum

and minimum (for source scalp topographies see Fig.3).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Behavioral Results

Behavioral data showed that in accordance with our previous results [1] ISI did

not affect delayed facial emotion discrimination accuracy. Subjects performed

just as well in the 6-s ISI condition (mean±SEM : 80.0 ± 1.4%) as they did

in the 1-s ISI (79.7 ± 1.7%) condition, as it is shown by the lack of significant

difference between the two conditions (paired t-test: t(16) = −0.26, p = 0.80).

Reaction times for correct trials, on the other hand, were significantly longer

in the 6-s (mean±SEM : 853 ± 38 ms) compared to the 1-s ISI (803 ± 36 ms)

condition (t(16) = −2.69, p = 0.016, Fig.A.1a). The possibility that enhanced

temporal uncertainty caused the increased RT in the LONG ISI condition can

be excluded because of the presence of temporal cues in our study.

3.3.2 ERP Results

Scalp topographies of the ERP activity peaks are shown in Figure 3.2a, while

mean ERP waveforms of both ISI conditions that were time locked separately to

sample and test faces are presented in Figure 3.2b and 3.2c, respectively. Similar

ERP components were identified on the basis of their peak latencies and scalp

topographies for both 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions. These components were also

reflected in maxima of the global field power waveform (GFP; see Fig.3.4). The
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first component elicited by the stimuli was the occipital P100, which peaked

around 105 ms on electrodes O1/O2 and had a central negative counterpart

over Cz. Then a prominent occipito-temporal negative deflection, the N170

component proceeded, giving minimum over P9/P10 and maximum over FCz

(aka. Vertex Positive Peak; VPP) [109] 160 ms after stimulus onset. The

next to follow was the P220 component around 225 ms peaking over occipito-

parietal PO3/PO4 electrodes, which showed an associated temporal negative

deflection on T7/T8. This was followed by two peak activities with similar

scalp distribution around 325 ms and 420 ms: apparent as a negative deflection

on the central fronto-polar sites (Fpz) and a respective positive counterpart

over electrodes PO3/PO4. Finally, there was a late ERP peak around 525 ms,

which had a more complex scalp distribution having a large positive deflection

with a centro-parietal maximum at Pz and CPz and multiple negative peaks:

bilaterally at the occipito-temporal sites of P9/P10 and a frontal negativity

around Fpz. This later peak corresponded to the P3b peak of the late sustained

positive wave known as P300 [97].

Figure 3.2: Grand average ERP responses and scalp topographies of components
of interest. (a) Topographic maps of four ERP components averaged across the four
conditions are shown on top with latencies indicated in parentheses, while ERPs are
displayed separately for (b) sample faces (solid lines) and (c) test faces (dashed lines)
with 1-s (blue) and 6-s(brown) ISI conditions overlaid. Vertical black lines indicate
the timepoints corresponding to the topographic maps.
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Fitting time Name Talairach coord.
ms x y z

SP1 80-105 LO/pSTS ±40 −68 6

SP2 140-165 IT1 ±36 −63 −11

SP3 165-195 IT2 ±44 −48 −7

SP4 285-430 MTL ±17 −10 −14

SP5 440-540 PFC ±19 41 −2

Table 3.1: Fitting windows and Talairach coordinates for each source pair (SP).
Rows follow fitting order.

3.3.3 Source location and activity

We used dipolar inverse modeling (BESA 5.2) to localize the generators of

the observed averaged event-related potentials and to disentangle their specific

contributions to the differential ERP responses between the two ISI conditions.

Table 3.1 summarizes the detailed fitting information for each dipole pair of the

equivalent dipole source model and their subsequent fitted location in Talairach

coordinates. An inverse solution of five equivalent dipole pairs (Fig.3.3b) was

able to explain 97.4% of the data variance throughout the 600 ms post-stimulus

epoch. The five source pairs were localized in lateral occipital cortex, inferotem-

poral cortex (two source pairs), anterior medial temporal lobe and prefrontal

cortex, and were termed LO/pSTS, IT1, IT2, MTL and PFC, respectively based

on their corresponding anatomical region. Figure 3.3 shows the inverse solu-

tion and the derived source waveform and respective scalp topography of each

source for sample and test faces separately (Fig.3.3a and 3.3c, respectively). Im-

portantly, recent f MRI experiments have shown that these brain regions were

part of the neural network underlying short-term memory for facial attributes

[96, 71, 101],[1] and comparison of the source Talairach coordinates with acti-

vation maxima found in these studies demonstrated good correspondence.

3.3.4 Source fitting and description

The first dipole pair (LO/pSTS) was fitted between 75-105 ms post stimulus

onset and was localized in lateral occipital cortex (LO, Fig.3.3). This was in
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Figure 3.3: Location and time course of source activities. Source waveforms are
displayed separately for (a) sample faces (solid lines) and (c) test faces (dashed lines)
with 1-s (blue) and 6-s (brown) ISI conditions overlaid. Source waveforms are flanked
by the topographical voltage maps of the respective sources generated with the for-
ward model from the grand mean ERPs of all conditions taken at the time point of
their maximum amplitude. Scalp topographies of left-side sources are shown on the
left, right-side sources on the right. (b) The inverse solution is shown in the middle.

agreement with the previous results, showing that the main source of P100

component was localized in the lateral extrastriate cortex [110]. It is impor-

tant to note, that even though the source contributing to the P100 component

was localized in the LO, its activity might reflect neural processes of a larger

cortical region surrounding the source location. Therefore, it is most likely

that this source activity also integrated neural activity of an adjacent cortical

region know to be involved in the processing of facial emotions, the posterior

part of the superior temporal sulcus (pSTS; [84, 69, 51, 70, 52, 71],[1], which

is located anterior and dorsal to the LO. Following the stimulus presentation

this source pair was the first to activate, displaying an early transient activity
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peaking around 120 ms and a later transient peaking around 220 ms. Analysis

of the scalp projections showed that the LO/pSTS source pair contributed to

an occipital positivity (maximum on O1/O2) and a fronto-central negativity

(strongest on FCz). The first transient activity accounted for the P100 compo-

nent of the ERPs, while the second contributed to the P220 component, along

with the IT2 source pair. Additionally, the LO/pSTS source pair also showed

a late transient peak at 420 ms, which most likely represents the early peak of

the stimulus offset response (120 ms after the offset of the face stimulus, i.e.

300+120 ms; for similar results see [96]).

The second and third source pairs were fitted in the time windows of 140-165

and 165-195 ms and both were localized in the inferotemporal cortex (IT1 and

IT2, respectively). Despite their proximity, these source pairs greatly differed in

their activation patterns, which is in agreement with previous findings [96]. The

posterior IT1 source showed a robust positive transient reaching its maximum

around 160 ms and a later, smaller activation peak around 440 ms, which again

seems to reflect the offset response of the source pair and is in agreement with

the findings of Bledowski and colleagues (2006). IT1 scalp projections were

very similar to and largely responsible for the voltage map of the N170 ERP

component, namely a bilateral occipito-temporal negativity (P9/P10) coupled

with a mid-central positive deflection (Cz), which is in line with several other

studies showing that the fusiform gyrus might be the primary source of the N170

component [27, 28, 29] but see: [23, 30]. This is also in good agreement with

our current understanding of N170 as a component reflecting the processing

step of face-specific, configural information [80, 24, 111] which takes place in

the fusiform gyrus of the inferotemporal cortex [20, 16, 12]. Moreover, this early

transient activity was somewhat larger in the right source, which supports the

observation of right hemisphere dominance in face processing [22, 20, 111]. The

anterior IT2 source, on the other hand, had a more sustained activation pattern,

starting from 120 ms reaching its maximum by 220 ms post-stimulus onset. The

scalp topography of this source pair closely resembled to that of IT1.

The last two source pairs were fitted from 285-430 and 440-540 ms and were

localized in the anterior medial temporal lobe (MTL) and medial ventral pre-

frontal cortex (PFC), respectively. As opposed to the early and more transient

activity of the LO/pSTS and IT source pairs, these source pairs displayed a
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more sustained activity slowly rising from approx. 250 ms post-stimulus on-

set. The MTL source pair was located in the anterior parahippocampal gyrus,

which is in agreement with the results of fMRI studies showing activation in the

parahippocampal/perirhinal cortex during fine discrimination and memory for

complex objects, including faces [94, 71, 112]. In the case of the MTL source

pair, there were two transient activity peaks superimposed on the sustained ac-

tivity, which reached its maximum around 580 ms. The transient MTL source

activity peaks and their scalp topography corresponded closely to the 325 ms

and 420 ms peaks found on the scalp electrodes (Fig.3.3), namely an occipi-

tal positivity (Oz) and a frontal negativity (AFz). Based on its time course,

one might suggest that the MTL source activity found in the current study

using scalp EEG recordings might correspond to the memory related anterior

medial temporal lobe activity described in a similar time window (also called

AMTL-N400) in previous intracranial recording studies [113, 114, 115].

In the case of the PFC source pair, there was pronounced right hemisphere

dominance. The peak activity of this source pair was observable around 525 ms

and produced a mid-fronto-polar negativity (Fpz) and a centro-parietal positive

deflection (CPz), which corresponded closely to the late positive peak found on

the scalp electrodes. It appears that the PFC source is the major contributor to

the P3b wave, which is a late sustained positive deflection peaking at CPz-Pz

electrode sites, since both their onset and peak latency ( 270 ms and 525 ms,

respectively) coincide. This is further supported by the results of a previous

experiment investigating the effect of memory load [96], where they showed that

WM load dependent modulation of the P3b complex originated from sources

located in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. In addition to this, the PFC

source pair is also likely to reflect orbitofrontal activity, which is implicated in

emotional information processing and maintaining information in WM [116, 71].

3.3.5 Relationship between behavior and source activity

To further verify our source localization approach, we investigated the corre-

lation between source activities and subjects’ accuracy in the delayed facial

emotion discrimination task. We reasoned that in case our source modeling

was successful, the obtained source activities should reflect more accurately the
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neural activities of specific brain regions than the scalp potentials, which re-

flect a mixture of activity of many underlying cortical generators. If so, one

might expect that subject’s accuracy will correlate more closely with the source

activities than with the scalp potentials.

We found positive correlation between subjects’ performance and mean

source activities in the right PFC and right MTL source (averaged in the 400-

540 and 250-340 ms time windows, respectively) in both ISI conditions (see

Table 3.2), whereas left PFC and left MTL mean source activities did not show

any correlation with task performance. In the case of right PFC source activity,

strong significant correlation was observed following the presentation of test

stimuli (Spearman correlation: r = 0.55, p = 0.023 and r = 0.77, p < 0.001,

for 1-s and 6-s ISI, respectively). In the case of sample stimuli, there was a

marginally significant correlation between PFC source activity and task perfor-

mance (r = 0.48, p = 0.05) only in the 6-s ISI, but not in the 1-s ISI condition

(r = 0.33, p = 0.20). Importantly, correlation between subjects’ performance

and mean scalp electrode potentials measured on the CPz and Fpz electrodes in

the 400-540 ms time window (representing the maximum and minimum of the

late P3b peak activity, respectively) was less pronounced than the correlation

400-540 ms Perf vs. S-1 s Perf vs. T-1 s Perf vs. S-6 s Perf vs. T-6 s

R-PFC 0.33 0.55* 0.48* 0.77***

L-PFC -0.29 0.16 0.07 0.24

Fpz -0.24 -0.31 -0.42 -0.76***

Cpz 0.16 0.48* 0.40 0.48*

250-340 ms Perf vs. S-1 s Perf vs. T-1 s Perf vs. S-6 s Perf vs. T-6 s

R-MTL 0.70** 0.67** 0.55* 0.66**

L-MTL -0.12 0.02 0.37 0.46

AFz 0.05 -0.07 -0.10 -0.41

Oz -0.47 -0.47 -0.45 -0.46

Table 3.2: Spearman correlations (rho) between subjects’ performance and the mean
PFC/MTL source activities in the given time windows. For comparison, correlations
between performance and the time courses of corresponding electrodes are also shown
(S = sample face, T = test face; ∗p < 0.05; ∗ ∗ p < 0.01; ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001)
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between task performance and source activity (Table 3.2).

We also found strong correlation between subjects’ performance and mean

right MTL source activity both in the case of sample (r = 0.70, p = 0.001 and

r = 0.55, p = 0.023, for 1-s and 6 s-ISI, respectively) and test face stimuli (r =

0.67, p = 0.003 and r = 0.66, p = 0.004, for 1-s and 6-s ISI, respectively). This is

in agreement with recent fMRI studies showing that medial temporal lobe areas

might be involved both in working memory encoding and retrieval processes

[71, 101]. Importantly, however, we found no significant correlation between

task performance and mean scalp potentials measured on Oz and AFz electrodes

in the 250-340 ms time window (representing the maximum and minimum of the

325 ms peak activity, respectively; Table 3.2). These findings provide support

for our source modeling results and suggest that source activity might reflect

the neural processes more accurately than scalp potentials, especially in the

case of deep cortical generators.

3.3.6 Effect of ISI on the neural responses to sample

faces

Bootstrap statistics revealed that mean GFP waveforms differed significantly

between the 1 and 6 s ISI conditions (Fig.3.4a) in the case of sample faces.

ISI affected GFP (larger GFP in 1-s ISI than in 6-s ISI condition) already in

a very early time window, peaking around 110 ms, which corresponded to the

P100 ERP component. In accordance with this, activity of the scalp electrodes

and sources related to the P100 component was significantly higher in the 1-

s ISI than in the 6-s ISI condition (Fig.3.4a). On the other hand, GFP was

stronger in the 6-s ISI than in the 1-s ISI condition between 140-200 ms; in

a time interval corresponding to the N170 ERP component. Activity of the

scalp electrodes and sources related to the N170 component was modulated by

ISI correspondingly, being larger in the 6-s ISI than in the 1-s ISI condition.

Furthermore, GFP was also larger in the 6-s ISI than in the 1-s ISI condition

in a later time interval, lasting from 375-600 ms, corresponding to the P3b

component. Source localization results suggested that this late modulation of

ERP responses by ISI might originate from the right ventral prefrontal cortex,

since significantly higher source activity in the 6-s ISI compared with the 1-s ISI
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condition was found in right PFC source in the time window starting around

300 ms and extending until the end of the analyzed 600 ms epochs.

3.3.7 Effect of ISI on the neural responses to test faces

Bootstrap statistics revealed significantly higher GFP in the 6-s ISI than in the

1-s ISI condition in a time interval corresponding to the N170 ERP component

(Fig.3.4b) in the case of test faces. Source modeling suggested that modulation

of these early components by ISI might be due to strongly reduced transient

inferior-temporal cortical neural responses in the 1-s ISI compared to the 6-

s ISI condition, which was reflected in the IT1 source activity. Furthermore,

significantly higher GFP in the 6-s ISI than in the 1-s ISI condition was also

found in a later time window, peaking around 325 ms. Source localization

results suggested that this later modulation of ERP responses by ISI might

primarily originate from the right anterior MTL (Fig.3.4b). This source showed

a sustained activity difference: right MTL activity was significantly higher in

the 6-s ISI than in the 1-s ISI condition in the time windows of 200-600 ms. This

activity difference translated onto a scalp topography with a frontal negative

(peaking at AFz) and an occipital positive deflection (peaking at Oz), which

closely matched the ERP scalp map difference starting from 275 ms. Moreover,

this ERP difference first peaked around 325 ms, which coincided with the first

transient of the MTL source pair.

However, it is important to note that due to the short inter-stimulus interval,

in the 1-s ISI condition processing of sample faces could result in adaptation

effects on the processing of test faces, which would be reflected in the ERP

responses. Previous results suggested that even a brief (< 1s) presentation of an

adaptor face stimulus could modulate the neural response to the subsequently

presented test face stimulus, leading to reduced N170 [77] as well as M170

amplitude [117], an MEG component corresponding to the N170 component

measured with EEG. Even though, it was suggested that such rapid adaptation

effects might persist only for a very short time (< 1s) [117] we could not exclude

the possibility that early sensory components of the ERP responses to the test

faces, in particular the N170 amplitudes were affected by adaptation processes

in the 1-s ISI condition. Thus, the observed difference in the amplitudes of the
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early ERP response components between the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions might

be at least partly due to the adaptation effects present in the former case.

Examination of the latencies of late ERP peaks found in response to the
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Figure 3.4: Delay effects observed in memory (a) encoding and (b) retrieval. The
prefrontal cortical (PFC) source showed a significant modulation by delay length
during encoding, while in the case of retrieval the medial temporal lobe (MTL) source
was significantly more active in the long delay condition compared with the short
delay. Mean global field power (GFP) waveforms at 1-s and 6-s delays in the case
of sample (solid blue and brown lines, respectively) and test faces (dashed blue and
brown lines, respectively). GFP maxima of interest are marked with black lines and
the corresponding topographic difference voltage maps of the 6-s vs. 1-s ISI conditions
are depicted underneath with the ERPs on representative electrodes. Alongside are
the time courses of possible cortical generators. Electrode locations are marked on
scalp topographies with white dots. On all time courses gray bands indicate 90%
BCa bootstrap derived confidence intervals of the 6-s vs. 1-s delay differences (dark
gray lines).
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presentation of test faces failed to reveal any difference between the 1-s and

6-s ISI conditions (Wilcoxon matched pairs test: Z(17) = 1.73, p = 0.083 (with

opposite trend to that of the RT increase) and Z(17) = 0.28, p = 0.78 for the 325

ms peak and P3b, respectively). These results were surprising, since consistent

with earlier findings, our behavioral results showed a significant increase in RTs

in the 6-s ISI compared to the 1-s ISI condition. Further research is required to

uncover the neural processes leading to longer RTs in conditions where sample

and test faces are separated by several seconds (See AppendixA).

3.3.8 Modulation of PFC and MTL source activity by

ISI

An important finding of the current study is that right PFC and right MTL

source activities were modulated differently by ISI: PFC, but not MTL source

activity was affected by ISI during encoding, whereas MTL, but not PFC source

activity was modulated by ISI during retrieval (Fig.3.5). In the case of the right

PFC source the ISI effect was apparent as a decreased activity for sample faces

in the 1-s ISI condition as compared to the other conditions (Fig.3.5a). This

was supported by the results of a repeated measures ANOVA - computed on the

Figure 3.5: Mean PFC (a) and MTL (b) source intensities for sample and test
faces in both ISI conditions averaged over a time window of 400-540 and 250-340
ms, respectively. PFC source activity was significantly reduced during encoding in
the case of sample faces relative to the other cases, while MTL source activity was
significantly enhanced during retrieval following the long delay of 6 s. S = sample face,
T = test face. Error bars indicate ±SEM . Asterisks indicate significant difference.
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ranked data of the right PFC source mean intensities averaged over a 400-540 ms

time bin - showing a significant main effect of ISI (F(1,16) = 9.21, p = 0.008), no

main effect of task phase (F(1,16) = 0.54, p = 0.47) and a significant interaction

between these variables (F(1,16) = 7.34, p = 0.015).

Right MTL source activity on the other hand, exhibited a different pat-

tern of ISI modulation: MTL source activity in the case of the test faces

in the 6-s ISI condition was higher than in the other conditions (Fig.3.5b).

This was also supported by the results of the ANOVA on MTL mean am-

plitudes averaged over a time bin of 250-340 ms showing a significant main

effect of ISI (F(1,16) = 6.43, p = 0.022), a significant main effect of task phase

(F(1,16) = 5.24, p = 0.036) and a significant interaction between these factors

(F(1,16) = 5.80, p = 0.028). These results suggest that the observed significant

difference in the MTL source activity between the 6-s and 1-s ISI conditions in

the case of test faces is due to the increased MTL source activity in response

to test faces in the 6-s ISI condition, rather than due to a decrease of this

source activity in the 1-s ISI condition. This implies that the difference in MTL

source activities between the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions cannot be explained

based on adaptation processes, which would lead to reduced neural responses

in the case of test faces in the 1-s ISI condition compared to the other condi-

tions. Furthermore, in the case of test faces there was no correlation between

the magnitude of retention duration effect (i.e. the mean intensity difference in

the time window of 250-340 ms) found on the right MTL source activity and the

magnitude of retention interval effects found on the activity of visual cortical

sources (R-IT1 and R-IT2) corresponding to the N170 component measured in

the time window of 120-190 ms (Spearman correlation: r = −0.03, p = 0.91

and r = 0.18, p = 0.48 for R-IT1 and R-IT2, respectively). This speaks against

the possibility that the same adaptation processes underlie the modulation of

these two components or that N170 adaptation effects might be simply carried

over to the later 325 peak. Based on these results we argue that the observed

difference in the MTL source activity between the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions in

the case of test faces reflects modulation of the retrieval processes by retention

interval.
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3.4 Discussion

Using a delayed facial emotion discrimination task we found significant differ-

ences in the early P100 and N170 components of the ERP responses to the

sample faces between the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions, showing that early sensory

processing was modulated by retention interval during encoding. Such an early

onset of the memory-related modulation of neural responses during encoding

appears to be in agreement with several lines of recent findings. It was found

that memory processes modulate low frequency oscillatory activity (in particu-

lar in alpha band), the amplitude and the inter-trial phase synchronization of

which is known to affect the P100 component (for review see [118, 119]). Fur-

thermore, using a delayed matching to sample task it was shown [99, 100] that

increasing working memory load - i.e. the number of complex visual objects or

faces that need to be compared - lead to increased P100 amplitudes in the ERP

responses to the sample stimuli. In addition, the study by Morgan et al. [100]

revealed that WM load also modulated the amplitude of the N170 component

both during encoding and retrieval. Using a face matching task with a 1-s ISI

it was found that increasing the number of faces that should be memorized

during encoding resulted in larger N170 amplitude in the ERP responses to the

sample face stimuli and reduced N170 amplitudes for the test stimuli. How-

ever, it is not known whether modulation of the P100 and N170 amplitudes in

response to the sample stimuli by WM load in these studies [99, 100] was due

to the enhanced sensory processing demands posed by the increased number of

objects/faces presented during the encoding stage or due to modulation of the

encoding processes by WM load. The importance of the present results is that

they provide the first evidence that encoding processes might affect P100 and

N170 amplitudes even when the stimulus information is kept constant. How-

ever, the exact mechanisms underlying modulation of the early stages of facial

information processing by short-term memory retention duration remains to be

explored.

ERP responses to the sample faces were modulated by retention duration

also in a later time window - starting from 350 ms and peaking at 525 ms -

corresponding to the later peak of the previously described memory-related pos-

itive ERP component, known as P3b [97, 98, 96, 100]. Our source localization
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results suggested that the effects of retention duration on the late P3b compo-

nent might primarily originate from the prefrontal cortex. This is in agreement

with previous findings showing that modulation of the P3b component by WM

load originated from the prefrontal cortex [96]. The late P3b component was

proposed to reflect interaction between the prefrontal cortex and the tempo-

ral and parietal regions underlying memory search processes and matching of

the representation of the incoming stimuli with stored memory representations

[96, 120, 100]. Our results revealed that the P3b component was reduced in

responses to sample faces in the 1-s delay condition as compared to the P3b

evoked by the sample faces in 6-s delay condition as well as compared to the P3b

evoked by the test stimuli. Furthermore it was also found that subjects’ per-

formance in the delayed emotion discrimination task correlated with the right

prefrontal source activity in response to the test stimuli as well as to the sample

stimuli at 6-s delay but not with the prefrontal source activity evoked by the

sample stimuli at 1-s delay. A possible explanation of these results might be

that at 1-s delay representation of the sample face information is maintained

online via persistent delay period activity (for review see [81]) of a neural net-

work involving the visual cortical areas specialized for face processing and thus

processing of sample faces does not involve memory search and matching pro-

cesses reflected in the P3b component. On the other hand, at 6-s delay online

maintenance of the sensory representations of sample face information might

not be an efficient strategy due to the increased probability of distraction and

interference. Therefore, encoding at longer delays would involve memory search

and matching processes and thus will lead to increased P3b component.

We found significant modulation of the ERP responses by retention duration

also in the case of test face stimuli: ERP responses were significantly stronger

at 6-s delay than at 1-s delay in a time window peaking at 325 ms. Source lo-

calization suggested that the modulation of this component by storage duration

might primarily originate from the anterior medial temporal lobe, where source

activity was strongly increased in the 6-s ISI condition. We also found that the

right MTL source activity preceding the 325 ms peak strongly correlated with

subjects’ performance in the delayed happiness discrimination task both at 1-s

and 6-s delays. Importantly, we found no correlation between task performance

and scalp potentials on corresponding electrodes in the same time window, sug-
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gesting that our source modeling was successful and the obtained source activi-

ties provided a more accurate estimate of neural activity than scalp potentials.

Furthermore, involvement of anterior MTL in face processing is supported by

several lines of evidence coming form previous studies using intracranial ERP

recordings [113, 114, 115] as well as fMRI [94, 89, 71, 112]. In particular, it

was found that tasks requiring detailed processing of facial attributes invoked

neural processes of several anterior MTL regions, including the hippocampus,

the amygdala, the perirhinal cortex and the temporal pole. Most relevant for

the current study, intracranial ERP recordings investigating the time course

of facial recognition revealed a cascade of MTL activity in the 200- to 600-ms

time frame (for review see [115]). The first component, also called the face

AMTL-N400 [113, 114], consisted of more than one peaks in the 200-400 ms

time window and originated from the perirhinal cortex and the temporal pole.

It was accompanied by a slow positive hippocampal component, starting ap-

proximately in the same time but peaking later than 400 ms. Thus, based on

these intracranial ERP results one might suggest that the MTL source activ-

ity found in the current study reflects the combined activity of several anterior

MTL regions present in the 200-600 ms time window after stimulus onset. If so,

the results of the current study suggest that the retrieval phase of delayed dis-

crimination of facial emotions at 6-s delay might be based on MTL processes to

a larger extent than that of at 1-s delay. Importantly, such stronger involvement

of the MTL in retrieval processes with increased retention duration would be

consistent with the results of previous neuropsychological research on brain le-

sioned patients, showing that patients with medial temporal lobe (MTL) lesions

are impaired on visual working memory (WM) tasks only when information has

to be stored for several seconds and no WM deficits were found in the same

tasks when retention duration was very short, 1 s [94, 95].
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and possible

applications

The findings of the above series of studies revealed that humans possess flawless

visual short-term memory for facial emotional expressions and facial identity.

Such high-fidelity short term memory is inevitable for the ability to efficiently

monitor emotional expressions and it is tempting to propose that impairment of

such high-precision short term memory storage of emotional information might

be one of the possible causes of the deficits of emotional processing found in

psychiatric disorders including depression, autism and schizophrenia [121, 122,

123].

Furthermore, our results also showed that retention interval affected short-

term memory processes for facial emotions. We found that in a delayed emo-

tion discrimination task both encoding and retrieval processes differed when

the faces to be compared were separated by several seconds from that when

they were presented with a very short, 1-s delay. Importantly, in the current

study there was no difference in stimulus information and subjects’ discrimina-

tion performance between the two different ISI conditions. This implies that

our findings, showing strong modulation of ERP responses by retention inter-

val during both encoding and retrieval of facial emotional information reflect

changes in mnemonic processes as a function of storage duration and cannot

be accounted for by differences in sensory processing demands or overall task

difficulty across the conditions with different retention intervals. The results of
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the present study thus provide the first evidence that different neural encoding

and retrieval processes underlie flawless, high-resolution short-term memory for

facial emotional expressions depending on whether information has to be stored

for one or several seconds. Our findings also imply that models of short-term

memory - which treat storage of sensory information over a period of time rang-

ing from one up to several seconds as a unitary process (for review see [124]) -

should be revised to include retention interval as an important factor affecting

neural processes of memory encoding.
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Summary

5.1 New scientific results

1. Thesis: I have characterized the efficiency of short-term memory

storage of different facial attributes, namely emotional expression

and identity in a facial attribute discrimination task revealing a high-

fidelity storage for both. Furthermore, I have proved that this storage

is based on holistic processing of faces focused on the given attribute

as opposed to the mere processing of local features.

Published in [1], [3].

Among many of its important functions, facial emotions are used to express

the general emotional state (e.g. happy or sad); to show liking or dislike in

everyday life situations or to signal a possible source of danger. Therefore, it

is not surprising that humans are remarkably good at monitoring and detect-

ing subtle changes in emotional expressions. To be able to efficiently monitor

emotional expressions they must be continuously attended to and memorized.

In contrast, there are facial attributes - such as identity or gender - that on

the short and intermediate timescale are invariant [39, 53]. Therefore, invariant

facial attributes do not require constant online monitoring during social inter-

action. Using a two interval forced choice facial attribute discrimination task

we measured how increasing the delay between the subsequently presented face

stimuli affected facial emotion and facial identity discrimination.
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1.1. I have shown that people posses a high-fidelity visual short-term mem-

ory for facial emotional expression and identity, since emotion discrimina-

tion is not impaired when the faces to be compared are separated by sev-

eral seconds, requiring storage of fine-grained emotion-related information

in short-term memory. Likewise, in contrast to my prediction, I found no

significant effect of increasing the delay between the sample and the test

face in the case of facial identity discrimination.

Observers performed delayed discrimination of three different facial attributes:

happiness, fear and identity. In all three discrimination conditions reaction

times were longer by approximately 150-200 ms in the 6-s delay than in the 1-s

delay conditions providing support for the involvement of short term memory

processes in delayed facial attribute discrimination in the case of 6-s delay con-

dition. Increasing the delay between the face images to be compared had only

a small non-significant effect on observers’ performance in the identity discrim-

ination condition revealed by a slight increase in the just noticeable difference

(JND) value between the two faces. On the other hand, discrimination of facial

emotions was not affected by the delay (Fig.2.4). These results suggest that

fine-grained information about both facial emotions and identity can be stored

with high precision, without any loss in VSTM.

1.2. Furthermore, I have corroborated my findings on a large sample size of

160 subjects revealing flawless short-term memory for both facial emotions

and facial identity also when the discrimination task was performed with

novel faces. I have also shown that practice and familiarity of faces affected

performance in the facial identity discrimination task but not in the facial

emotion discrimination task, which did not require learning.

To test whether high-precision visual short term memory for facial emotions

also extends to situations where the faces and the delayed discrimination task

are novel to the observers we conducted an experiment, where each participant

(N=160) performed only two trials of delayed emotion (happiness) discrimina-

tion and another two trials of delayed identity discrimination. For half of the

participants the sample and test faces were separated by a 1-s delay while for

the other half of participants the delay was 10 s. The results revealed that sub-
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jects’ emotion and identity discrimination performance was not affected by the

delay between the face stimuli to be compared, even though the faces were novel

(Fig.2.6). It also excludes the possibility that the present attribute discrimi-

nation is based on the representation of the whole range of the task-relevant

feature information that builds up during the course of the experiment, as sug-

gested by the Lages and Treisman’s criterion-setting theory [82]. Instead it is

based on the perceptual memory representation of the sample stimulus similarly

to other delayed discrimination tasks [74, 81].

1.3. I have confirmed that the discrimination performance depended on

holistic facial processing and could not be based solely on the processing of

local features. In accordance with this I have proved that discrimination of

fine-grained emotional expressions involved processing of high-level facial

emotional attributes.

It was crucial to show that performance in our facial attribute discrimina-

tion task was indeed based on high-level, face-specific attributes or attribute

configurations as opposed to some intermediate or low level feature properties

of the face images (e.g. local contour information, luminance intensity). In

an experiment with the face stimuli presented in an inverted position where

the configural feature was taken away leaving the low level features unaltered

[80, 16] we found a significant drop in performance for all three attributes (i.e.

increased JND values), which was most pronounced for upside-down fear dis-

crimination, therefore proving holistic processing (Fig.2.5).

Furthermore, we have confirmed that the emotion discrimination in our

short-term memory paradigm involved high-level processing of facial emotional

attributes by performing an f MRI experiment and contrasting trials where sub-

jects made decisions based on the emotional content of the stimuli with those

based on identity content. We found no brain regions where activation was

higher in the identity compared to the emotion discrimination condition. How-

ever, our analysis revealed significantly higher activations in the case of emotion

compared to identity discrimination in the right posterior superior temporal sul-

cus (pSTS) among others (Fig.2.7). This is in agreement with previous studies

showing that increased f MRI responses in the pSTS during tasks requiring per-

ceptual responses to facial emotions compared to those to facial identity can
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be considered as a marker for processing of emotion-related facial information

[69, 71].

2. Thesis: I have shown that different neural mechanisms underlay

high-fidelity short-term memory for emotional expressions depend-

ing on whether information had to be stored for one or for several

seconds, which has been an unresolved question. This result was not

confounded by differences in sensory processing demands or overall

task difficulty which otherwise might offer alternative explanations

to the above findings.

Published in [2], [3].

Previous research has implicated that during VSTM tasks encoding and re-

trieval processes were changing depending on how long the information has to

be stored in VSTM. Patients with medial temporal lobe (MTL) lesions were

impaired on VSTM tasks only when information had to be stored for several

seconds but no VSTM deficits were found in the same tasks when retention

duration was very short, 1 s [94, 95]. Moreover, studies investigating delayed

discrimination of basic visual dimensions [72, 73, 83] found a significant in-

crease in reaction times (RT) at delays longer than 3 s as compared to shorter,

1-s delays. Therefore, the goal of the present study was to directly compare

short-term memory processes for facial expressions (happiness) when the faces

to be compared were separated by one or by six seconds. We recorded event re-

lated potentials (ERP) while participants performed the same delayed emotion

discrimination task with a 1-s or a 6-s ISI and found that several ERP response

components are strongly modulated by retention duration both during encoding

and retrieval of facial emotional information.

2.1. During encoding I found significant differences in the early P100 and

N170 components of the event-related potential (ERP) responses between

the delay conditions in a delayed emotion discrimination task. Further-

more, the memory-related late P3b ERP component was significantly re-

duced in the 1-s delay condition, which based on source-modeling results

primarily originated from the right prefrontal cortex.
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Delay affected global field power (GFP) activity in the encoding phase al-

ready in a very early time window, peaking around 110 ms, corresponding to

the P100 ERP component: activity of the scalp electrodes and sources related

to the P100 component was significantly higher in the 1-s delay than in the

6-s delay condition (Fig.3.4a). On the other hand, GFP was higher in the 6-s

delay than in the 1-s delay condition between 140-200 ms, in a time interval

corresponding to the N170 ERP component. Activity of the scalp electrodes

and sources related to N170 was modulated by delay correspondingly, being

larger at 6 s than at 1 s delay.

Furthermore, GFP was also larger in the 6-s delay than in the 1-s delay

condition in a later time interval, lasting from 375-600 ms, corresponding to

the P3b component. This modulation pattern was consistent only with one

source in our source model, namely with right ventral prefrontal cortex (PFC),

which suggests PFC as the primary generator of this signal difference. This

was also consistent with other findings [71] showing that modulation of the P3b

component by memory load originated from the prefrontal cortex.

2.2. During retrieval, on the other hand, I found significantly stronger an-

terior medial temporal lobe (MTL) source activity peaking at 325 ms in

the 6-s compared to the 1-s delay condition, which is evidence for MTL -

possibly hippocampus - involvement during memory retrieval if faces are

stored for several seconds.

Bootstrap statistics revealed significantly higher GFP in the 6-s delay than

in the 1-s delay condition in a time interval corresponding to the N170 ERP

component (Fig.3.4b) in the case of the retrieval phase. Source modeling sug-

gested this modulation might have been due to a strongly reduced transient

inferior-temporal cortical neural response at 1-s delay as a possible contam-

ination by adaptation effect. However, significantly higher GFP in the 6-s

delay than in the 1-s delay condition was also found in a later time window,

peaking around 325 ms. Source localization results suggested that this later

delay-related modulation might have primarily originated from the right ante-

rior MTL. The involvement of anterior MTL structures in face processing is

supported by several lines of evidence coming form previous studies using in-

tracranial ERP recordings [113, 114] as well as f MRI [94, 71, 112]. The results
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of the current study suggest that the retrieval phase of delayed discrimination

of facial emotions at 6-s delay might be based on MTL processes to a larger

extent than that of at 1-s delay, which is in line with several neuropsychologic

studies [94, 95].
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Possible source of reaction time

increase

A.1 Lateralized Readiness Potential analysis

In the study in chapter 3 we reported longer reaction times in the 6-s ISI con-

dition compared with the 1-s ISI condition, which is in agreement with our

previous experiments [1] described in chapter 2 and several other experiments

using delayed discrimination tasks to investigate visual short-term memory for

basic visual dimensions [72, 73, 74]. However, we did not find any difference be-

tween the 1-s and 6-s ISI conditions in the latencies of late ERP peaks found in

response to the presentation of test faces questioning that the source of the RT

difference stems from sensory or decision-related processes. On the other hand,

this raises the possibility that the RT difference might be due to differences in

the motor processes between the two conditions.

To tease apart the possible contribution of sensory and motor-related pro-

cesses to the RT increase, we calculated the lateralized readiness potential

(LRP), which provides a particularly suited psychophysiological measure to lo-

calize experimental effects on RT (for a review see [125, 126]). The LRP is the

difference signal of electrodes contralateral versus ipsilateral to the responding

hand and its onset is believed to reflect the moment in time when response

specific processes become centrally active (IN: [127]). This onset can be mea-

sured relative to the onset of the stimulus which elicits the response (S-locked)
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or to the onset of the overt response (R-locked). The interval between stimulus

onset and the S-locked LRP onset - denoted as S-LRP interval - estimates the

duration of RT processes that occur before the onset of response activation. By

contrast, the R-LRP interval - the interval between the R-locked LRP onset

and the onset of the overt response - estimates the duration of the RT process

that occur after the beginning of response activation. By examining which of

these two intervals is affected by an experimental manipulation, one can deter-

mine whether the manipulation affects the duration of stimulus processing and

response selection or response preparation and motor execution [128, 129, 130].

In general, any manipulation that affects only sensory processes will cause a

delay in the onset of the stimulus-locked LRP, but no change in the onset of the

response-locked LRP. On the contrary, any manipulation that affects the prepa-

ration of responses will cause a change in the onset of the response-locked LRP,

but no change in the onset of the stimulus-locked LRP. The manipulation effect

will be referred to as “stimulus-locked effect” in the former and “response-locked

effect” in the latter case.

A.2 Methods

The lateralized readiness potential (LRP) measures lateralized motor prepara-

tory activity and is traditionally computed by subtracting the activity of the

electrode over motor cortex ipsilateral to the responding hand from the electrode

contralateral to it: (C3−C4)right hand movement [125]. This makes explicit the lat-

eralized negativity that precedes a movement. In conventional LRP paradigms

this is done for both hands and then averaged to eliminate any non-motor re-

lated asymmetrical activity. Since in our paradigm subjects were required to

respond with their right hand only, the latter step is omitted. Segments start-

ing from -200 until 1000 ms relative to test faces were averaged to obtain the

stimulus-locked waveforms while segments from -1000 to 200 ms relative to the

overt response were averaged to obtain the response-locked LRPs. In both cases

baseline correction was based on the first 200 ms of each segment. To identify

the onset of the LRP in the average waveform a regression-based method was

used which defines the onset of the LRP as the “break-point” between two in-

tersecting straight lines that are fit to the LRP waveform [131, 132]. In general,
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one of the lines is fit to the putative preonset segment of the LRP, whereas an-

other line is fit to the falling segment of the LRP dip. In both S- and R-locked

LRPs the preonset segment started from test face presentation until the ob-

servable bend in the trace and was restricted to positive slopes. (Unlike in our

study, LRP curves are traditionally depicted as positive slope deflections, since

conventional ERP curves show negative up; therefore if restricted, the slope of

the preonset segment is limited to negative slopes to avoid biasing the onset

time towards later latencies.) The second segment was fit from the time of the
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Figure A.1: Behavioral measures and results of the Lateralized Readiness Potential
(LRP) analysis. (a) Unlike accuracy which was similar in both ISI conditions, reaction
times were significantly longer in the LONG ISI condition. However, this difference
most likely did not reflect memory processes, since (b) the results of the LRP analysis
revealed a significant response-locked effect. (c) The onset times of stimulus-locked
LRPs of the two ISI conditions did not differ, while (d) the onset of the response-
locked LRP in the LONG ISI was significantly earlier than the respective onset in the
SHORT ISI condition. Their difference was comparable to that of measured in the
RT.
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bend until the peak and was locked at the time and height of the peak. The

time of the intersection was taken as the estimate of the LRP onset latency. The

lines were fit to individual average waveforms using least-square optimization

in Matlab and onset latencies were compared using a paired t-test.

A.3 Results

Figure A.1c-d shows the stimulus- and response-locked grand average LRPs

for the two ISI condition along with the accuracy and RT measures (A.1a-b).

Statistical evaluation of the onset of individual LRPs showed a response-locked

effect: a difference in LRP onset between the ISI conditions was observable only

in the case of R-locked LRPs, which was also reflected on the grand average

LRP waveforms. The R-LRP interval in the LONG ISI condition (mean±SEM :

529 ± 60 ms) was significantly longer compared to the SHORT ISI condition

(mean±SEM : 466 ± 55 ms) (t(16) = 2.16, p < 0.05), while the S-LRP interval

was unaffected by the ISI (t(16) = 0.34, p = 0.74; mean±SEM :198 ± 33 and

191 ± 31 ms for the SHORT and LONG ISI condition, respectively; Fig.A.1b).

This indicates that the source of RT increase between conditions most likely

lies in response preparation processes and is unrelated to possible differences in

sensory processing.
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